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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

Sports

Verge

News
Eastern’s Panther Marching
Band will perform at Bears
game this weekend.
Story on Page 3A

“Our Town” to take center
stage at Eastern this weekend.
Story on Page 1C

Panther football team ready to
face vital reality test against
Tennessee State.
Story on Page 16A

Accents
cause few
problems
Foreign-born faculty,
students agree they can
adjust to language barriers
By Linhai Liew
Senior reporter

Imagine you have had nine years learning Spanish as a
second language. Imagine, again, that you are going to a
foreign country to teach undergraduates who have spoken
Spanish all their lives. Then, imagine the subject you teach
is a subject as arcane as political science. Substitute
English for Spanish and you have the task foreign-born faculty have saddled themselves with when they take up teaching in the United States.
Although students sometimes complain of not being
able to understand foreign-born faculty, department chairs
say communication is not a problem.
Morton Heller, psychology department chair, who has
four foreign-born faculty in his department, said he has no
problems. Political science chair Richard Wandling and
mathematics department chair Claire Krukenberg both said
it is not a problem of significant concern in their departments.
All said that prospective faculty have to spend a full day
meeting up with peers and students before they are hired.
During these meetings, their communication skills are
scrutinized by the faculty. They also have to present an oral
presentation which lasts more than 15 minutes (depending
on their department). For political science, the faculty
forms the committee which then makes a recommendation
to the department chair and the dean of the college on their
decision.
Since there is an emphasis on classroom teaching as
opposed to an emphasis on research as in other universities,
Wandling said communication would be one of the more
important factors in the interview process.
“My reading of the situation is that EIU does not have a
problem in that regard. We are very careful about hiring,”
Wandling said. “I stand fully behind my faculty members’
communication skills.”
Wandling said different people have varying adaptability to different accents.
See ACCENTS Page 7A

Kate Mitchell / Staff photographer
Cynthia Whitaker, freshman undecided major, and Brooke Mountain (left), freshman elementary education major, talk while under the
umbrella in front of McAfee gymnasium Thursday afternoon.

Freezing temps in forecast
By Shauna Gustafson
City editor

The first frost of the season could
hit Charleston Friday night, as temperatures are expected to dip down below
freezing for the first time this fall.
Temperatures may drop to around
30 degrees, said Kirk Huettl, meteorologist with the National Weather
Service.
The colder temperatures come just
two days after 3.63 inches of rain fell
across the Charleston area. Dalias
Price, local weather observer, said
3.63 inches is within one-tenth of the
total amount of rainfall the area
should usually see for the entire
amount of October.
“We got our month’s supply
through a 24-hour period,” Price said.
Huettl said a band of rain bringing

3 to 7 inches went across the area late
Wednesday night, dropping 6.75 inches in Casey, the heaviest spot in the
area.
“The heaviest band did set up just
south of Charleston,” he said.
Flash flood watches were put in
place for Coles County at about 6 p.m.
Wednesday and continued until 4 p.m.
Thursday. Storms were forecasted to
be more scattered Thursday, with the
rain ending by today.
Colder air was headed into the area
as of Thursday evening and highs for
today were expected to only reach the
mid 40s. Lows could drop as low as
the upper 20s.
Huettl said winds will be coming
from the north today at 20-30 mph.
The speed of the wind added to the
colder temperatures could make the
air feel even colder.

Wind chill factors for the weekend
could be as low as the mid-teens at
night, and 23-degree wind chill factors
will be prevalent during the day.
“Typically, our high temperatures
are low 70s for highs, low in the 50s,”
Huettl said. “We’re gonna be about 30
degrees below normal.”
Temperatures are expected to be
around 30 degrees on Saturday morning, Price said.
“It will be a cold morning, let’s
hope it isn’t too windy,” Price said.
“Autumn colors should be great.”
Snow flurries are a possibility for
Saturday, but should not add up to
anything significant. Price said the
ground is still too warm for the snow
to stick.
Huettl said temperatures should be
back to normal for the season by
Wednesday next week.

Eastern graduates to be honored at dedication
By Christine Demma
Staff editor

Four Eastern graduates will be
honored Saturday for making a
$25,000 donation to the “Taking
Care of Business” campaign, which
began when Lumpkin Hall was being
constructed.
Billy R. Dabbs, of Effingham;
James P. Evans, of Paradise Valley,
Ariz.; Jeffrey G. Scott, of Reston, Va.;
and Charles W. Witters, of Las Vegas,
Nev., will be honored immediately
after the Homecoming parade, at
approximately 10:30 a.m., Saturday

in Lumpkin Hall Room 021. Evans
will unable to attend the ceremony
because of professional reasons.
The donation to the campaign was
to generate financial support for
instruction and programs needed for
the School of Business. Because of
their donation, the last room in
Lumpkin Hall, Room 021, is being
dedicated in honor of the four men
and their fraternity, Tau Kappa
Epsilon.
“All four of these men were
TKEs, and they wanted to dedicate a
room to their fraternity and their class
of 1968,” said Jacqueline S. Joines,

director of development for the
Lumpkin College of Business and
Applied Services.
The ceremony was planned
around Homecoming because the
TKE organization is holding a
reunion on campus at the same time,
Joines said.
Dabbs, originally from Aurora,
holds a degree in accounting and
formed Brumleve and Dabbs in
1972. In 1982, he co-founded
Professional Software Inc., where he
served as executive vice president of
sales and marketing.
In 1989, the company was sold to

Hills Pet Nutrition, a division of
Colgate, but he continued to serve as
director of practice service development until his retirement in 1996.
Originally from Mattoon, Evans
received a degree in marketing and
entered the hospitality industry in
1970.
For 21 years, Evans served as
senior vice president of sales and
marketing for the Hyatt organization,
and as executive vice president of
operations for Doubletree Hotels.
Scott, a native of Salem, received
his degree in marketing and began his
career with Sagemark consulting as a

sales representative in January 1971.
Scott has received awards from
Eastern, including the Outstanding
Alumnus
Award,
and
the
Distinguished Alumni Award from
the Lumpkin School of Business.
A native of Charleston, Witters
graduated with a bachelor’s degree in
business and received his MBA in
finance with corporations such as
Mobile and Occidental Petroleum
and Flour.
In 1984, Witters began working at
Lee and Associates. Then in 1987,
Witters became a founding partner of
Lee and Associates’ Ontario office.
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Eastern Denim Day to help fight cancer three-day
News
forecast
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By Christina Ortiz
Staff writer

EIU’s National Residence Hall
Honorary will be sponsoring the
annual fund-raising event Lee
National Denim Day from 9 a.m to
4 p.m. today at tables between
Coleman and Lumpkin Halls and
inside the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
The money raised in this
fundraiser will go to the Susan G.
Coleman Breast Cancer Research
Foundation, the nation’s largest private funder in the fight against
breast
cancer,
said
Erica
Hawkinson, president of the honorary.
Donations from Lee National

Denim Day have funded everything
from research grants at the nation’s
most prestigious universities and
teaching hospitals to local screening
and education programs in medically-underserved areas of the country,
she said.
Lee National Denim Day is also
being held in memory of Cyndi
Miller Rhoads for the third year.
Rhoads was a former Eastern
employee who lost her battle with
breast cancer on May 29, 1998.
Rhoads worked at Eastern’s
University Print Center, Hawkinson
said.
“Because nearly everyone is
affected in some way by breast cancer, we are asking that all of
Eastern’s campus and the

Charleston community help us
attain our goal of $4,000,” said Jim
Ochs, the honorary’s community
service committee chair.
Eastern’s honorary raised $2,000
in 1998 and $3,000 in 1999. This
year’s goal is $4,000, Hawkinson
said.
At the tables, people can buy raffle tickets for the 2000 Horizon of
Hope Longaberger basket. The raffle tickets are $1 each or six for $5.
People who make donations of $1
or more will receive a breast cancer
pink ribbon, Hawkinson said.
There will also be Papa John’s
pizza from noon to 1 p.m. at the
tables between Coleman and
Lumpkin Halls and underneath the
Union walkway, she said.
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Homecoming toy drive

Homecoming committee members, Brenda Russell, senior recreation administration major, Donna Zaikowski, junior consumer science major, and Rachel Foster, sophomore sociology and social science major, stack toys for the toy and book
drive in Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Thursday afternoon.

What’s on
tap?
Orchestra to perform
The
Eastern
Symphony
Orchestra will kick off its 2000-2001
season at 3 p.m. Sunday in the
Dvorak Concert Hall.
The concert will start with the
“Roman Carnival Overture,” by
French composer Hector Berlioz, to
be followed by Glazunov’s
“Concerto for Saxophone.” The con-
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Editorial page editor Chris Sievers
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Photo editor Sara Figiel
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44° Rain and
snow
27°

RHA discusses
constitution
changes

cert will conclude with Beethoven’s
7th symphony, a press release from
the music department stated.
Glazunov’s “Concerto for
Saxophone”
will
feature
Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra
saxophonist Nicholas Brightman.
Tickets for the concert are available by calling the music department
at 581-3010. Prices for the tickets are
$5 for adult general admission and
$3 for students.

■ 10 a.m. - 2 p.m., voter registration, Coleman
Hall

7 p.m., “Our Town,” Doudna Fine Arts
Center
■

■

7 p.m, comedian Tom Cotter, Rathskeller

■8

The Residence Hall Association
tabled constitutional and bylaw
changes Thursday, which also led to
tabling the election of a new secretary.
One of the bylaw revisions, which
is being recommended by RHA’s
constitutional revisions committee,
suggested deleting a qualification of a
candidate. The deletion is mandating
a student have experience as a voting
member.
Audience
member
Adam
Weyhaupt suggested to change the
bylaw to state having a candidate
have attended greater than or equal to
seven previous meetings.
Erin Wilcox, RHA president, said
a reason for deleting the item is to
allow for freshmen and transfer students, who may have experience
from high school or a previous university, to have an opportunity to get
involved. Wilcox also said if this deletion is taken out, or is changed, it
would not allow for the RHA to fill
the vacant secretary position because
the three candidates nominated are
new students to Eastern.
The RHA assembly passed the
amendment; however, all constitutional and bylaw revisions were
tabled until next week’s meeting.

Special events open to all students, faculty, staff and community members can be published in What’s on tap. Events limited to specific groups or organizations or regularly scheduled events can be published in CampusClips. To have your event included send
details, including time, date, place and cost, to cualt2@pen.eiu.edu or bring a written statement to 1811 Buzzard Hall.
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today

p.m., Homecoming Pep Rally, O’Brien

UB brings comedian
to Rathskeller
The University Board will
host stand-up comedian Tom
Cotter at 7 p.m. tonight at the
Rathskeller.
Anyone in the community can
come, said Tim Edwards,
University Board comedy coordinator.

Saturday
■

9:30 a..m., Homecoming Parade

■ 11:30, Kickoff/Tailgating, west of O’Brien
Stadium
■ 1:30 p.m., Homecoming Football Game,
O’Brien Stadium
■

7 p.m., “Our Town,” Dounda Fine Arts Center

“Students get in free with their
Panther ID and admission for the
general public is $1.50,” Edwards
said.
The comedy show lasts one
hour and will end just in time to
go to the pep rally, he said.
“Come on out and do something fun before the pep rally. It
will put you in the right mood,”
Edwards said.

Sunday
■ 3 p.m., Eastern Symphony Orchestra concert, Dvorak Concert Hall

Campus
Panthers play with the Bears
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Morning
services
scheduled
for Coffey
By Amy Thon
News editor

Funeral services for Eastern
employee Ken Coffey will be held
at 11 a.m. today at the Kansas High
School Gymnasium.
Mr. Coffey, a physical plant
construction project coordinator,
52, of Ashmore, died Tuesday
afternoon. He had been in a coma
since he was injured while working
on building a concession stand and
pressbox alone at Kansas High
School the evening of Sept. 26.
In lieu of flowers, the family is
requesting donations be sent to the
EIU Foundation Kenneth E.
Coffey, Jr. Scholarship Fund or the
Kansas Little League in care of
Adams Funeral Chapel, 2330
Shawnee Drive, Charleston.
Linda Coffey, Mr. Coffey’s
wife, is the university bursar. Mr.
Coffey’s brothers, Terry and Tom,
also are carpenters for the university.
Mr. Coffey worked as a volunteer assistant baseball coach at
Eastern for the 1995 and 1996 seasons. He also was involved in getting Charleston’s Senior Babe Ruth
baseball league going again.
Jim Schmitz, head baseball
coach, said Mr. Coffey was a big
help to him when he started at
Eastern.
“He just really volunteered his
time,” he said.
Schmitz described Mr. Coffey’s
involvement with the team as being
“almost like a dad to the kids”
whether it was at practices or on the
road.
“They really looked to him ... he
would be the one they would kid
around with, almost like a friend,”
Schmitz said.
Matt Frankie, a sophomore premed biological sciences major
from Charleston, was coached by
Mr. Coffey for the two summers he
played in the Senior Babe Ruth
league.
“He was the type of coach that
you loved to go play for,” Frankie
said.

File photo
The drum line of the Panther Marching Band, which will provide the rhythm for the rest of the band during its Soldier Field performance, practices outside the
Doudna Fine Arts building in September 1999.

Marching band anticipates chance to perform for Chicago Bears
By Michelle Jones
Campus editor

The Panther Marching Band will have the
opportunity to show off their hard work at the
Chicago Bears game Sunday.
“Every year, we take a trip and do a performance somewhere,” said Maureen Roth, head
drum major.
Two years ago, the band also performed at the
Bears game, and last year, it traveled with the
football team to Southeastern Missouri State,
Roth said.
The 125 members in the band will leave by
coach bus Sunday morning at about 7 a.m., she
said.
For many members of the Panther Marching
Band, performing at the Bears game will be an
exciting experience.
“I’m excited to attend a football game that’s
not college or high school because I’ve never
been to one,” said Cassie Patton, a freshman
music education major and band member.
Lindsey White, a sophomore music education
major and band member, also said she is excited
about the opportunity to perform at the game. It
will be a different experience because they are
used to performing in front of college crowds,

Mother's .. .. ..

she said.
The trip will be a first time experience for
many.
“I’ve never been able to do anything like
that,” said Audrey Cler, a freshman music education major and band member. “It’s good publicity. Hopefully, (the crowd) will enjoy it.”
Not a lot of college bands get the chance to
perform at a professional football game, said
Jake Stouffer, a senior music education major
and band member.
“It’s good experience for us to go out and perform in front of other audiences other than here,”
Roth said.
“It’s an honor that Eastern was invited to perform instead of a Big Ten school,” said Bob
Bridgman, a freshman engineering major and
band member.
“I was surprised and honored that a national
football team called up a college football team,
especially us.”
Bridgman said if a national football team had
invited any college, he would have assumed it
would be a Big 10 school or some school with
more students.
“But they called up Eastern Illinois
University and said ‘Hey, come play for us,’” he
said.

Chicago, itself, is a new experience to some
of the members as well.
Bridgman is excited about the trip because,
outside of the airport, he has never been to downtown Chicago. He has been in big stadiums, such
as the Georgia Dome in Atlanta, but he has never
been to Soldier Field.
Stouffer also is looking forward to being at
Soldier Field.
“I’m really looking forward to getting to play
at Soldier Field,” he said. “Getting to play in
front of 50,000 to 60,000 fans will be great.”
The road trip also will provide an opportunity for friends to spend time together.
“On the way up, I’ll get to sit with all of my
frat brothers,” Bridgman said.
Roth said the trip will be a bonding experience that will enable all of the band members to
get to know the other members better.
Cler said she is looking forward to going on
the trip because “a bunch of my friends get to go
together to Chicago.”
Another student agreed the trip is a good
opportunity to spend time with friends.
“I’m looking forward to hanging out with my
friends and getting to go on an away trip because
we originally were not going,” White said.

Welcome Back Alumni!

OPEN FRI & SAT 8PM COLD BEER
- COCKTAILS
DANCE FLOOR

LIVE DJ THE BIG KAHUNA

advertise
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Happy 21st
Kristina

Make it the best!
Love Dad, Mom, Ace,
Riss, Doodie, & Killiaw
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A time
to unite

W

e’ve been dealing with shredded roads,
makeshift library sections in exotic locations and the basic gutting of the middle of
campus for a month and a half now.
We’ve complained and griped to our hearts’ content.
We’ve cursed those big yellow construction machines
that seem to be doing a lot more tearing down than
building up. Some of us have had to do some emergency
class-shifting after the basement of Lumpkin became a
swimming pool.
Every time we turn around, it seems there’s a fee
increase of one sort or another.
But now is the time to forget all that. For three carefree days, we get to celebrate what Eastern has been and
will be. We can even celebrate it as it is now, although
it’s sort of structurally incomplete at the moment.
We can all cheer the wide variety of colorful floats
that will tour the city Saturday morning.
Alumni can come back and reminisce about the fun
times they had in college, and share stories with current
students about how much
A weekend of tradition crazier the parties and
harder the classes were
For three days, students, faculwhen they were in school.
ty, staff and alumni can come
With the new Eastern
together to celebrate the
and
Panther
logos that
Eastern Tradition.
were recently unveiled, the
school has a unified look to go with the feeling of brother or sisterhood that Homecoming invokes.
And yes, it’s a time to mourn the passing of old traditions. The pep rally bonfire was arguably the most popular event of Homecoming weekend short of the football
game. But because of valid issues of safety, the university replaced it with a fireworks show. So Homecoming is
also a time to welcome the introduction of new customs.
We also have a dominating football team with an
excellent chance of skyrocketing enthusiasm into the
atmosphere with a win at O’Brien Field Saturday.
Tailgating events improve with every home game, so
this weekend’s part in the O’Brien parking lot should be
more than enough to pump up Eastern fans.
So many of us overlook the many positive things
Eastern offers and provides in favor of focusing on the
problems. This weekend is a time to be thankful for
what we’ve got, and show just how proud it makes us.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.

“

Today’s quote

The closing of a door can bring blessed privacy
and comfort, the opening — terror. Conversely,
the closing of a door can be a sad and final thing
— the opening a wonderful joyous moment.
Andy Rooney,
CBS TV Feb. 1964

”
The Daily
Eastern News
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

he best news a college
student can hear came to
me Wednesday when I
found out from my advisor that I will actually be graduating on time.
It seems like a major feat for
me to graduate on time since I
Jamie Moore
changed my major three times
Activities editor
and even transferred from Eastern
and back again twice. But alas, in
May of 2002 I will be walking
across the stage and receiving my
much earned diploma.
Now with graduation in the near future, I have actually started regressing back to the years of high school. I have now started my college search again, but this time I’m searching for
graduate schools and the search is still as exciting.
It amazes me how searching for a graduate school in the
beginning is like applying to undergraduate schools. You still
look for a school that offers you the best program possible and
a school that is within your budget.
The great part about applying to graduate school though is
that the sky is the limit. Parents don’t seem to be as scared if
you decided to branch out and move across the country,
because after four or five years of living on your own, they
have built up more trust in you than when you left out of high
school.
Most graduate schools require that students take the GRE. I
will not be taking this until next year, but I’m already becoming
nervous. The feeling is similar to preparing to take the ACT or
SAT in high school. Now granted this is only one test, but the
feeling of everything resting on this one test is frightening, just
as it was in high school.
I have already started looking into schools and began a pro
and con list on all of them. I am hoping that starting this search
early will allow me to keep my options open and to receive the
best education possible.

I’m actually getting excited
about doing college visits.
During high school I limited
“The great part
myself a bit because I knew that
about applying to I wanted to attend Eastern. I
applied to one school other than
graduate school
Eastern, but did not attend a
though is that the campus visit to it. I was so set in
my ways that all I wanted to do
sky is the limit.”
was be a student at Eastern.
Now I am looking into schools
that are all across the Midwest
and even the nation and I hope
to visit them all before choosing my destination.
I would like to attend a graduate school that is out of my
comfort zone of Central Illinois. I feel that by attending a
school that is in a different region of the United States I get to
learn so much more about the country.
Schools that have caught my eye so far are Northwestern
University, University of Missouri and even the University of
California at Berkeley. All three of these schools have excellent
journalism programs and are highly competitive. Maybe it
seems like I might be dreaming, but I have always wanted to
attend one of these institutions. This time around I’m going to
apply to them and let my fate be decided from my application,
instead of quitting before I can be accepted or denied.
Another month from now I’m sure my list of schools will
have additions and subtractions, but that is all part of the fun of
the search.
In the mean time, I plan on enjoying my last few years at
Eastern and getting the most out of the atmosphere Eastern provides. I feel that it has given me an excellent undergraduate
education and am looking forward to my last year and a half
here.
Jamie Moore is a junior journalism major and a monthly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
cujrm8@pen.eiu.edu Columns are the opinion of the author.
n

Are dead white males
the only ones worth
quoting?

Your
turn
Letters to the editor

I was amazed. It was a small
thing at first — something I complained to my friends about.
According to the DEN, only dead
white males have ever said anything
worth printing in your “today’s
quote” section (with the exception
of Argentinean president Juan
Peron). The DEN seems to be overlooking the contributions of women
throughout the centuries, words of
wisdom from Eleanor Roosevelt,
words of humor from Carol
Burnett, words of revolution from
Susan B. Anthony. Not to mention
the man our Union is named for,
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. (or do I
have to wait unit his birthday in

January so his quote will be “timely”?)
What prompted me to write this
letter was the quotation of the day
(Sept. 25 … another male! apparently all the pens were dry and
tapes run out when women were
speaking …) accompanied by an
article stating there were more
women than men on Eastern’s campus. Interesting. What is even more
interesting is sociology chair Gary
Foster’s observation that perhaps it
was campus safety that appealed to
females students.
And yes, that is one of the many
reason I applied to Eastern —
peepholes in the doors, elevators

Editorial Board members
Nicole Meinheit
Kyle Bauer
Amy Thon
Matt Neistein
Chris Sievers

Julie Bartlow
Michelle Jones
Josh Niziolkiewicz
Shauna Gustafson

you need a key for and … shock!
Zero rapes! Wow! Those glossy
brochures sure do put a glare on the
truth. There were rapes, guys able
to get up on the female floors (even
in their rooms as a column in the
DEN stated last week or so). And
three members of a fraternity were
arrested for putting date rape drugs
in the drinks at a party a week or so
ago.
When I looked in the police blotter for information about the arrest,
there wasn’t any.
Safest campus, hmm? Maybe
because no one remembers exactly
what happened to them and if they
do, perhaps the DEN is casually
forgetting to print it.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR – The Daily Eastern
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author’s name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be

Send letters to the editor via e-mail to cunmm2@pen.eiu.edu

Amanda J Mesirow

freshman speech communication major

printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern
News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to
cunmm2@pen.eiu.edu
EDITORIALS – The Daily Eastern News prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Daily Eastern News student editorial board.
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CAA examines general education courses
By Joshua Niziolkiewicz
Administration editor

The Council on Academic
Affairs Thursday met to discuss
proposed changes in Eastern’s general education courses.
Ron Wohlstein, CAA chair,
began the meeting by providing
council members and the audience
with a brief history of general education.
“In the early 90s, we made
major changes,” Wohlstein said.
“We spread general education over
a four-year period, with related
graduation requirements.”
Wohlstein noted two main reasons for the current change.

“There were financial constraints, insufficient funds for the
changes and assessment difficulties,” Wohlstein said. “We honestly
felt, for the sake of Eastern, we
were out of step with obligations
made institutionally.”
The obligations that Wohlstein
spoke of involved an agreement
with Eastern to meet the Illinois
Articulation Initiatives. These initiatives are outlined by the state,
and any course submitted for general education must meet their goals.
“Whether we like it or not, we
can’t undo it,” Wohlstein said.
Meeting the goals of the Illinois
Articulation Initiatives is supposed
to make Eastern more “transfer

joined Eastern’s Homecoming
activities, he said.
“Students, faculty and guests
will be able to see a AH-64
Apache and UH-60 Black Hawk
helicopters, antique army vehicles
and equipment and a 155mm
canon,” Sefren said. “People will
be able to operate military vehicles
that include stingers with anti-aircraft missile systems simulator,
fire blank rounds from M-16 rifles
and M-60 and M-249 machine

“

friendly.” As Wohlstein pointed out,
40 percent of Eastern students are
transfers.
Three courses were separated
from the report for discussion on
Oct. 19. These courses were Music
2555, Geology 3300 and all the
courses recommended for deletion

under the foreign language section.
The only sections not discussed
were senior seminar and social
awareness. These will be discussed
at next week’s meeting.
There was some discussion from
audience members concerning
some of the courses recommended
for change.
Doug Dibianco, music professor, had many problems with Music
2555 being involved in the general
education requirements.
“This course is designed for elementary education students,”
Dibianco said. “I don’t see why this
is broad enough for the core.”
Dibianco said that too many different aspects of music were added

to the class, making it impossible to
sufficiently teach all of it.
“This is written in such a way
that it incorporates seven different
things,” Dibianco said. “It includes
listening, music theory, performance and keyboard. There’s only
so much you can do.”
Dibianco said the way the
course is set up violates the way
music appreciation is taught
throughout the country.
“This hodgepodge isn’t a skillbuilding course,” Dibianco said. “I
think we’ll be a laughingstock.”
Dibianco said his main problem
with the change is that too many
other aspects of music that were
originally taught will be lost.

guns and practice throwing hand
grenades in an assault course.”
One of the many vehicles
guests will be able to see is the
HMMWV, said cadet Gary Kelly,
F-5 public relations officer.
“The HMMWV is the army’s
replacement for the jeep utility
vehicle,” Kelly said.
Broadcasting from the edge of
the practice fields will be 92.1 FM
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Weather permitting, skydivers

will parachute from an airplane
before the football game starts,
and bring down the football for the
game and the Illinois National
Honor Guard will present the colors during the singing of the
National Anthem, Sefren said.
“A TOW vehicle will be parked
in the end zone of the football field
that has a missile simulator device,
which will shoot off when EIU
scores a touchdown,” Sefren said.
Everyone is invited to come

and have a good time and experience something they may never
have seen or done before, Sefren
said.
“This is an incredibly fun
event, students can see the equipment the army uses and have a
chance to fire automatic weapons
and it is a no obligation opportunity for students to inquire and get
information about ROTC and
scholarships that ROTC has to
offer students at EIU,” Kelly said.

There were financial constraints, insufficient funds
for the changes and assessment difficulties.
Ron Wohlstein,
CAA chair

”

ROTC struts its stuff for Homecoming festivities
By Leslie Williams
Staff writer

Reserve Officers’ Training
Corps will host its second-annual
ROTC Day at 10 a.m. Saturday
outside O’Brien Stadium.
“We are combining ROTC Day
with Homecoming to celebrate our
20th anniversary at EIU and support EIU as an institution,” said
Col. Larry Sefren.
This is the first time ROTC has

Join Us for our ANNUAL

HOMECOMING BREAKFAST!
Featuring FRIENDS BENEDICT: scrambled eggs, Canadian bacon and
cheese sauce on a biscuit, served with hash browns and a blueberry
muffin - only $4.00!
Served 7:30am-11:00am

Also - have a fabulous Friends Bloody Mary - Only $3.75!
* r egular menu available 11:30am - 11:00pm
JAZZ HAPPY HOUR 5:30 - 9:00pm
Come take in a free jazz show after the game

Make Friends part of your Homecoming tradition!
509 Van Bur en 345-2380

Little Johnny, age 7, after making
$50.00 off his lemonade stand.
He still has more money than
you. You wanna know why?...
BECAUSE HE

ADVERTISED!!!

University Theatre
Presents
Oct 5,6,7,13,14
7pm
Oct 15 2pm
Call for tickets 581-3110

GO EIU
LARGE 1 TOPPING $5.00 plus
tax carr yout or deliver y this
Satur day only. 10/7

Local & state
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Near-tragedy leads to a stranger’s kindness
By Bill Ruthhart
Staff writer

It’s 10:50 on Thursday morning
and hordes of students walk by and
through the intersection at 4th
Street and Grant Avenue on their
way to and from class while dozens
of cars buzz through the 3-way
stop.
On the corner of that intersection sits Marty’s – a bar which
serves as a landmark for most
Eastern students – but on this cool,
damp morning, it would mark the
site of another close call.
In front of the bar, on a stool, sits
76-year-old Gerhard Matzner.
Dressed in a pair of dark pants, a
navy blue sweatshirt and a baseball
cap, the wiry Charleston resident
runs his hands across his rumpled
face as the flashing lights from the
ambulance reflect from his skin.
“I still think you should probably go to the hospital as a precaution. You’re still grabbing your hip
and you know when you get your
age, your bones become more brittle,” Charleston police officer
James Blagg tells Matzner as he
finishes filling out the police report.
“I’ve seen people your age walk
around on broken hips for four or
five days before they realize what’s
wrong.”
Then the bar’s owner and a
stranger to Matzner, Dave
Kinnaird, dressed in a bright red
Marty’s shirt, insists on taking
Matzner to Sarah Bush Lincoln
Medical Center for X-rays.

“I saw a car turning and waited
for it to go by and started walking
across the crosswalk when it was
clear,” Matzner explained as he
climbed off the stool. “Then the
truck just came shooting around the
corner but by the time I saw it, it
was too late. It was coming too fast
for me to get back out of the way.”
Matzner was walking back to his
home on Cedar Drive after meeting
friends for coffee when Steve
Samdiford’s pickup truck struck
Matzner while he was crossing on
the west side of 4th Street.
“I just didn’t see him there. My
eyes were on everything else,” said
Samdiford, who resides in Casey. “I
was lost and on the wrong road. I’m
from out of town and was looking
for the Wal-Mart, but my truck
found somebody else instead.”
Samdiford’s truck hit Matzner in
the right hip, sending him to the
pavement where he was unable to
get up.
“I really didn’t think people
could be so helpful, but you certainly appreciate it when something
like this occurs,” Matzner said. “If it
wasn’t for the driver (Samdiford)
and the other people who rushed
over and helped me up right away, I
could have been laying in the street
for some time.”
While Thursday’s accident was
without serious injury, Charleston’s
assistant police chief warns that the
4th and Grant intersection has traits
that make it prone to confusion and
collisions.
“That’s a high-volume area with

a lot of traffic and with the
intersection’s proximity to the
dorms and classrooms, there’s
a lot of people there all the
time,” Ted Ghibellini said.
“Drivers should be real aware
of all the foot traffic that goes
through there and the pedestrians should practice all the
things they were taught when
they were little – looking both
ways and then looking right
and left again before crossing.”
Fortunately, Matzner came
away from the incident with no
broken bones.
“I took him to the hospital
and dropped him off and then
gave him my phone number,
and when he was done, he
called me and I ... picked him
up and took him home,”
Kinnaird said. “He said he
came out all right.”
“I had X-rays and I have no
broken bones, but my hip is
probably sprained and I have
some real pain there, so I’ll
probably be laid up for a few
days,” Matzner said.
But of more importance to
Matzner than the pain in his hip
is the help he received from his
new friend.
“I was very surprised someone I only knew on sight came
forward to help me like that,”
Bill Ruthhart/Staff photographer
Matzner said of Kinnaird.
“That was a great feeling.
“I think next time I’ll use Members of the Charleston Police and Fire departments gather in front of Marty’s to
the east side of the street,” he discuss an accident involving a pickup truck and a 76-year-old pedestrian Thursday
joked.
morning.

Pharmacy
General Merchandise
Mon. - Sat. 8am - 9 pm
Mon. - Fri. 8 am - 9 pm
Sun. 9 am - 7 pm
Liquor Department
Sat. 8am - 6 pm
Mon. - Sat. 9 am - 9 pm Pharmacy - Hallmark - Cosmetics Sun. 10 am - 5 pm
Liquor - One Hour Photo Finishing
sun 12 - 7 pm

6.99

2- Liter
Coke or
Sprite

2-Liter
Pepsi or
Mountain Dew

selected varieties.

selected varieties

89

plus deposit
where applicable

¢

each

Captain
Morgan
Spiced
Rum
Keystone
$7.99 24-pack

$

19.

Phone 345-7068 • Pharmacy 345-7069
566 W. Lincoln, Charleston

99
each
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New Location - Same Great St ylists
1820 Mckinley Ave.
345-6363

Check out our line of
professional hair care

Dollar
Store

“I think if there is a problem, in
the vast majority of cases, it’s not
quite the concern that students make
it out to be,” Wandling said.
“It is not uncommon for students
not being able to understand the
instructor,” Krukenberg said, adding
that it often comes down to the
teaching methods and complaints
were not solely on foreign instructors. “It doesn’t make any difference
whether the instructor is foreign
born or not.”
Eastern faculty who are not
native speakers of English or who
have had English as a second language gave their views on the issue.
Suhrit Dey, mathematics professor, was born in India and came to
the United States 32 years ago. He
said he did have some difficulty initially with American English even
though students in India start learning English from kindergarten.
However, he said his Indian accent
is something that cannot be
changed.
Dey said English is not much of
a problem since he is teaching
mathematics and it involves more
equations and symbols rather than
complicated verbal explanations.
“I think foreign teachers are
drawn from some of the very best
teachers in that country,” Dey said.
“Although their accents are very different, their intellectual ability is
precious to the U.S.”
Normally, it would take fewer
than 10 to 15 days for a person to get
used to another accent, he said.
“If you want to understand,
you’ll understand,” Dey said. “If
you don’t, you’ll complain forever.”
Dey suggested that if students
have difficulty understanding, they
should ask the teacher to repeat,
slow down or write the words on the
board. He said accents and are not a
problem in teaching if students and
teachers commit to a joint effort to
understand each other.
Students should focus on reaping
the intellectual benefits from
instructors instead of their accents,
he said.
“I think the diversity that these
intellectuals bring is an asset, a vast
amount of intelligence and cultural
diversity that (will) make us understand that the world is and will be a
global village,” Dey said.
Accents can pose problems for

Hairbenders Has Moved
Carman Hall

from Page 1A

foreign-born faculty, according to
Tomoaki Nomi, a political science
professor who came to the United
States from Japan 11 years ago.
When students do not understand
foreign-born faculty, it is more often
a case of accent rather than proficiency, he said. One problem he had
with proficiency is that sometimes
the proper word for a term does not
come to him automatically.
“It’s important for students to get
used to different accents because
once you get to the real world, you
may encounter different accents
sooner or later and if you had experienced that in college, it makes you
better prepared for it,” Nomi said.
Nomi said that a course in classroom teaching with an emphasis on
English communication can be provided as part of graduate school
education; moreover, it also can
familiarize foreign faculty to the
classroom culture here.
Ping Liu, technology professor
who has spent 14 years in America,
disagreed.
“It’s a bad idea,” said Liu, who is
from China. “That will prevent a lot
of people from getting into the
teaching field. For someone to want
to teach a course, they certainly have
to be very dedicated people in that
field.”
“It’s true that English is not their
mother tongue and they will have to
work harder,” Liu said. “But if you
force them to take a course to be eligible in teaching, a lot of them will
not be able to get into the field, and
we will lose a lot of talents.”
“Foreign faculty have their motivation to improve themselves, I
don’t think it’s a good idea to force
them,” he said. “The knowledge that
a person has is certainly much more
important than language issues.”
Five students interviewed said
there were some words they did not
understand from foreign faculty
during the first few weeks, but it
became clearer to them as the course
wore on.
“There were some words I didn’t
understand initially but I got used to
it later,” said Amanda Taylor, a political science major.
Joseph Facchina, finance major,
said it took a day to understand, but
Jared
Kass,
a
sophomore
Administrative
Information
Systems major who had a foreignborn faculty member, said he and
his friends took weeks to understand
their professor.
None said it affects their classes
now.

9th St.

Accents

Greek
Court

Mckinley Ave.

Pick up your
Warbler
Full-time students during the 19981999 school year can get their own
copy for free at the business office of
Student Publications in 1802 Buzzard
Hall from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday
through Wednesday. Call 581-2812
with any questions.
Part-time students or non-students
can get a yearbook after Wednesday.
Part-time students will be charged a
partial fee and the price for non-students is $20.

October 27, 2000

Chicago, IL 60626

Come interview with Chicago’s top companies like: • Pre-registration deadline: October 20, 2000.
Art Institute of Chicago
Bank One Corporation
Catholic Charities
CDW Computer Centers, Inc.
CNA Insurance
Cellular One
Chicago Board of Trade
Chicago Cubs
Chicago Transit Authority-CTA
Children’s Memorial Hospital
Coca-Cola Bottling Company
Cook County Adult Probation
Department
Discover Financial Services
Echerd Youth Alternatives, Inc.
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Experian
Federal Bureau of Investigation
General Motors-Motors Insurance
Corporation
Heller Financial
Jewel-Osco
Northern Trust Corporation
Northwestern Mutual Life
Rush Prudential Health Plans
Thresholds
Trans Union LLC
Walgreen Company
And MANY MANY more!!!

Parents Weekend
October 13-15

Run in the Parents
W eekend Guide
Contact your friendly ad rep by Tuesday
October 10 to get an ad in the guide
581-2812

•Include Pre-registration fee of $10.
Resume & Pre-registration Fee may be
mailed to:
John P. Bradarich
Loyola University Chicago
6525 N. Sheridan Road
Chicago, IL 60626

• You can also walk-in the day of the Job Fair with
70 or more copies of your resume. Admission
fee: $20.
• Your resume keeps working for you thru January
2000 thru our active referral program.
• Literally hundreds of job opportunities in
accounting, communications, computer science,
and social services are available.
• Professional attire is required.

UB COMEDY PRESENTS
TOM COTTER
/
W
Free r Card
e ral
h
t
n
Pa Gene
$1 ublic
P
Friday, Oct 6
NEWTIME! 7:00 pm
Rathskeller
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WE DO IT!!

SUPER FOODS
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Walker’s EastSide
Village Market

Walker’s Super
Saver West

960 18th Street
Charleston, IL 61920

Lincoln & University
Charleston, IL 61920

Walker’s Super
Foods Midtown

Walker’s Super
Foods South

2000 Western Ave.
Mattoon, IL 61938

1616 Lakeland
Mattoon, IL 61938

Prices Effective: Fri, Oct. 6, 2000
To Thurs., Oct. 12, 2000
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

Your Tailgating Headquarters!
All Available

Coke Products
12-Pack Cans

4/$10

Sunny Delight
2/$2
64-oz. JUGS

Limit 4

SUPER FOODS

Miller
Lite and
Miller Genuine Draft
12 pack cans

Bounty
Paper Towels
Single Roll

77 ¢
Crystal Farms Singles
2/$2
12-0z. PKGS.

Dole
Salad Mix
1 LB BAG

77

¢

PRE-PRICED $2.99
All VARITIES

18 pack bottles

Lay’s
Potato
Chips

$6
$6

57
97

Arbor Mist
Assorted Varieties
750ML

Buy One, Get One

FREE

$6
Alcohol Sold Only at. . .
2/

Boneless
Chicken
Breast
77

$1

lb

Large White or Autumn Wheat

Butternut
Bread
Buy one
20oz loaf,
Get one

FREE

Walker’s Super
Saver West
Lincoln & University
Charleston, IL 61920

00

Walker’s Super
Foods South
1616 Lakeland
Mattoon, IL 61938

Walkers Is Your Store!
BE SURE TO HAVE YOUR CARD PUNCHED EACH WEEK TO BE
ELIGIBLE TO WIN THE

PON T IAC S UNFIRE
T RIP FOR 2 TO L AS VEG AS
BIG SCREEN T V
AND MANY OTHER PRIZES
TO BE GIVEN AWAY
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Rugby team faces regional
competition against Indiana
By Troy Hinkel
Staff writer

Eastern’s women’s rugby team
faces its most important game of the
season this Saturday as they host
Indiana University in the first round
of the Mid-West Regional.
The Panthers (2-3) need the victory in hopes of advancing into the
second round and to keep the
chances of a national title alive.
“Our season relies on it,” head
coach Frank Graziano said. “If we
lose Saturday, then we are out of the
tournament and out of nationals.”
The Panthers are being led into
the game by their senior leadership,
since many of the younger players
have yet to face the type of pressure
that will be on this game.
“I don’t think the younger players realize how big of a game it is
since it makes or breaks our season,”
Cally Dorosz said. “Right now, the
older players are helping them realize the importance of a win.”
“It’s a very important game for
us,” Cathy Boyer said. “I think we
can win if we play like a team and
play to our ability.”
Eastern will also have to re-apply
themselves after a disappointing loss
to Miami of Ohio last weekend. Part
of the reason for the loss was the
focus of the team.
“I think there is the potential for
us to win if we can stay focused on
the game, and not fall apart if they

Pick up your
Warbler 1999!
Full-time students during the 1998-1999
school year can get their own copy for free at
the business office of Student Publications in
1802 Buzzard Hall from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Monday through Wednesday. Call 581-2812
with any questions.
Part-time students or non-students can get a
yearbook after Wednesday. Part-time students
will be charged a partial fee and the price for
non-students is $20.

The pro-life
movement is....
not simply antiabortion as we
are so often
painted to be.
We are pro-life;
Karee Ethridge/ Staff photographer
The Eastern rugby team gets physical during a match up against rival
Marquette Sept. 23. The Panthers take on Indiana Saturday at 4:30 p.m.
score early,” Janel Klawonn said.
may not get much of a crowd.”
Even with the pressure of the
The weather may be another big
game, because of Homecoming, the key for Eastern, since the forecast is
Panthers should be more at ease as calling for cold weather and the posthe scheduled 4:30 p.m. game time sibility of rain and snow.
allows fans to catch the action after
“We may have to fight through
the football game.
the adversity of the weather, but
“Hopefully, we will get some of right now we are ready physically
the crowd from the football game,” and technically to play a good
Graziano said.
game,” Graziano said.
“If it’s a pretty day, we might get
“Either way, I feel we can beat
a crowd of 500, but if it’s raining, we them.”

Simply Heaven
Craft
Mall
&
Gift
Shop
Angels

Candles
Snowmen
Oak Furniture
Boyd’s Bears
Lots More!!
We do Bitthday Parties!
10-6 T-F

pro the mystery of life; pro the wonder
of life; pro the joy of life. And we are
impelled to share that message with
everyone.
-Cardinal John O’Connor
“The Best Things That Anybody Ever Said”
Monday, September 11, 2000 7:30 p.m.
Charleston/Mattoon Room, MLK Union
Dr. David Onestak, Counseling Center

A good quote can put things into a new, clearer
perspective and make you say, “Man, I wish I
would’ve said that!” This novel, interactive
workshop will explore with participants
inspirational and funny quotes that illuminate some of
life’s most important lessons and principles.

Rt 16 in Ashmore 9-3 Sat

sponsored by the EIU Counseling Center

SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
Tommy Boy

Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News
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The Power Group
The Power Group is a premier outsource provider of manufacturing and logistics
capabilities to Fortune 500 companies in the United States, Canada and Europe.
Composed of Power Logistics, Power Packaging, and Power Europe, The Power Group
operates over 20 facilities providing supply chain solutions to its highly recognized
customer base. Power Logistics is a world class leader in logistics, operating 11
distribution center throughout the U.S. Headquartered in Bourbonnais IL, we
provide dedicated, turn-key distribution solutions for Fortune 500 companies.

We are recruiting for several Entry Level Supervisor positions within the company
and have excellent opportunities for advancement in the warehousing and
distribution field.

We are looking for high energy level candidates who have great communication
skills, strong leadership abilities, and the ability to work in a fast paced
environment. If you are interested in joining a team centered organization with
opportunities to work in levels of leadership and responsibility after an aggressive
training program than contact us by e-mail. Send resumes to mbalzer@powerlogistics.com
or fax (815) 936-1970.
For additional information see our website at www.powergroup.com
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Panthers turning heads at the halfway point
By Derek Cuculich

average.
Waguespack has made some huge saves this
season, but he ultimately credits his defense for
shutting down opposing players.
“The defense has been solid through every
game,” Waguespack said.
“At the beginning of the year, teams would
score on us because of defensive breakdowns,
but every game we learn, and lately the defensive has not been breaking down.”

Staff Writer

At the halfway point of the season, stating
that Eastern’s men’s soccer team has played
well would be the understatement of the year.
At 7-1-1, (1-1 in the Missouri Valley
Conference) the Panthers have made the MVC
coaches, who had picked Eastern to finish 11th
out of 12 teams, look like fools.
The Panthers have been on a roll this season,
getting solid contributions both offensively and
defensively from every player on the roster. But
besides the play on the field, it has been what is
happening off the field that has impressed head
coach Adam Howarth the most.
“The team’s attitude has been very good,”
Howarth said. “They enjoy coming out to practice and working hard, and that’s important.
People are having fun.”
With the first half of the year behind Eastern,
it is time to focus on those individuals who have
had the most impact so far this season.

Offensive Player of the
Half Year:
Jason Thompson

When the Panthers broke training camp in
August, the consensus among Eastern players
and coaches was that Jason Thompson has the
ability to put the ball in the back of the net.
Nobody knew, though, he could score at the
rate he has. Thompson has abused opposing
defenses, scoring nine goals and dishing out five
assists for a team high 21 points.

Enforcer of the Half Year: Ryan Hunt
Runner up: Ben Cox

Sara Figiel/ Sports editor
Junior Jake Spain chases down a Southern Methodist player Sunday. The Panthers take on Belmont
today for the third Missouri Valley Conference game of the season.
“I knew he was good when I recruited him,” Defensive Player of the
former Panther head coach Tim McClements Half Year:
said. “I didn’t have any idea he was that good.”
Ryan Waguespack
“So far, I’ve been in the right spots,”
Ryan Waguespack, to put it simply, has been
Thompson modestly said. “Everybody on our
brilliant in the net for the Panthers. He has
team has the ability to do the job, so it helps
already collected two shutouts on the year, and
push you in practice to play harder.”
has posted an impressive 1.16 goals against

Opposing teams are learning that if you are
going to play the Panthers, you are in for a physical war. Ryan Hunt and Ben Cox have controlled the battles in the trenches.
If an opposing player can somehow make it
through the mid-field without running into Cox,
then he can count on meeting Hunt before he
reaches the goal.
“Their (Hunt and Cox) determination and
way they play the game makes it hard for teams
to push us off the ball,” Howarth said. “They just
want to get to the ball first and are great at winning their individual battles.”
Hunt has had his share of individual battles.
Along with a red card he received for protecting
Waguespack against Western Michigan, Hunt
nearly put Southern Methodist All-American
forward Mohamed Fahim in the bleachers after
a hard tackle.
“I just try to send a message early in the
game,” Hunt said. “We don’t feel respected right
now, but we will be.”

SURPRISE

YO U R
FRIENDS!

Place a

BIRTHDAY AD
with a

PHOTO &
MESSAGE
in the

Daily Eastern
News!

the daily eastern news
advertise.

The Ladies of
Alpha Gamma Delta
and the Men of
Sigma Chi
would like to wish
everyone
GOOD LUCK
with

H omecoming
2000

(Deadline: 2 Business
Days Before Ad is to Run.)

345-4743
3 W Lincoln Ave

1 Large Pizza
with 1 Topping
$7.49

*

2 Medium
Pizzas
w/1 Topping and
Crazy Bread &
Sauce

1 Extra Large Pizza
With 1 Topping
Plus Crazy Bread

$11.99

FREE DELIVERY!

$9.99

*
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Help wanted

Help wanted

For rent

Sublessors

Personals

Personals

MENTAL HEALTH THERAPIST.
Full time position in out-patient
mental health clinic. Located in
Albion, IL. Requires masters
degree in human service related
field. LCSW, LCPC, and/or experience preferred. Excellent benefits. Submit letter indicating position desired and resume to: South
Eastern
Counseling
Center
Personal Specialist Drawer M
Olney, IL 62450 E.O.E.
_______________________10/6
POSTAL JOBS $9-14.27/HR +
Federal Benefits. No Experience,
exam info. Call 1-800-391-5856 x
2242 -8am-9pm. Local not guar.
_______________________10/6
WILDLIFE JOBS $8-19/HR +
Federal Benefits. Park Rangers,
Security, and Maintenance. No
experience for some. For info call
1-800-391-5856 x 2243- 8am9pm. Local not guar.
_______________________10/6
Attention! Aggressive / Ambitious
Work from home $1,500 PT
$5,0000 FT Mail Order 888-6768605.
______________________10/13
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY!!! Direct
care positions available in group
homes for individuals with disabilities. Benefits available for fulltime primary positions. Part-time
hours are available. Shifts available are: weekdays 3pm to
Midnight, and weekends 8am to
8pm and Midnight to Midnight.
Applications may be obtained at
CCAR Industries, 1530 Lincoln
Avenue, Chaleston, IL 61920 or
call Mandy Vogt, Director of
Residential
Training
and
Personnel at (217) 348-0127
extension 309.
E.O.E.
________________________00
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No experience
Required. Free information packet. Call 202-452-5942.
______________________12/11
Join Peace-Oriented IncomeSharing Community of Students/
Grads starting families near Univ.
Illinois. 1800-498-7781. www.childrenfor the future.org.
______________________12/11
Make a difference in a child’s life.
Children program seeks mature
adult to assisting home supervision of youth. Applicants must
posses common sense, strong
work ethic, and loving disposition.
$7.00 for first and second shifts,
$7.50 for third shift. Please apply
in person at the Graywood foundation 1550 Douglas Drive suite
206, Chas. EOE.
________________________00
Coca-Cola Bottling Co. is accepting applications part-time for mer-

chandiser
candidates
in
Charleston/Mattoon
area.
Applicants should have retail
experience, good customer relation skills, and ability to work
weekends. This position requires
a valid driver’s license and a good
driving record. We offer competitive wages, and career opportunities after college. Responsibilities
include stocking shelves, building
displays, filling coolers and vending machine. Please contact
Brian @ (217) 348-1001 Ext. 17.
Coca-Cola is an equal opportunity
employer.
________________________00

a.m-4:00 pm
________________________00
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2,&3
BEDROOM OFF STREET PARKING, WATER, & TRASH FURNISHED. OFFICE 345-1266 OR
346-3161.
________________________00
Need a roommate? We are the
experts. Lincolnwood Pinetree
345-6000.
________________________00
Two Bedroom Furnished apts. No
Pets or Parties.
345-2231.
McArthur Manor Apts.
________________________00
Apartments, houses available for
fall. Nice and clean with variety to
choose from, 1 bedroom efficiency, 2 bedroom apartments, or 3
bedroom houses. Call 345-5088.
Poteete Property Rentals.
________________________00
Select your apartment now.
Leasing now for January and Fall
2001. Call 345-6000.
________________________00
3 Bedroom Furnished Apts. Very
few left. Call Unique Properties at
345-5022.
________________________00
2 bedroom furnished apt. close to
EIU- $490/mo. No pets 345-7286.
________________________00
Single apartment on Charleston
square, furnished, utilities included $325 month. Dave— 3452171. 9am-11am.
________________________00
Campbell Apartments 1,2,3 bedroom. Heat, water, & trash furnished. Downtown 345-3754.
________________________00
APTS. AVAILABLE 2nd Semester,
Summer. 1,2,3 persons. 3454489, C21 Wood, Jim Wood, broker.

______________________10/13
1 Sublessor needed for Spring
2001. Single 1 bedroom apartment. Call Brian at 345-0678.
______________________10/24

EASTSIDE PACKAGE HOMECOMING WEEKEND SPECIAL.
LITE, MGD 18 BTLS $9.99, BUD,
BUD LT 12 PK 24 OZ $12.99,
MICHELOB, MICHELOB LT,
AMBERBOCK 6 BTLS $3.99,
WOOD CHUCK CIDER ALL FLAVORS 6 BTLS $5.99, CAPTAIN

MORGAN 750 ML $11.99. OPEN
AT 6 AM SATURDAY FOR YOUR
BEER
BREAKFAST
AND
PARADE NEEDS, CALL AHEAD
TO RESERVE KEGS. EASTSIDE
PACKAGE 18TH AND JACKSON.
345-5722.
_______________________10/6

For sale
1992 Ford Tempo, exel. cond.
$4000. 549-6000.
_______________________10/9
95 Pontiac Firebird, excellent condition, low mileage, new tires, battery, alternator, P/S, P/B, AC,
loaded, Must see. $9,000. 5812316.
______________________10/10
Better Health for FREE!! If you
quit smoking! Attend the informational meeting to be held on
Tuesday Night at 7:30 pm. in the
Shelbyville Room.
______________________10/10
‘93 Olds Cutlass Ciera 37,500
miles. $4,700 call 345-5191.
______________________10/11

For rent
FSBO: 2813 Oak Mattoon, Brick
Home, 2 bdrm, 1 bath, lr/dr,
garage, large fenced yard, storage shed, covered patio, excellent
condition, call 234-4459.
_______________________10/6
Brittany Ridge Townhouse available January 1st! 3-4 Bedrooms,
2 1/2 bath, washer/dryer included.
Walking distance to EIU. 3488201
______________________10/13
Park Place Apts. 1 Bdrm furnished apt for Spring 2001.
425/mo. 345-0926.
______________________10/13
Now leasing for Fall 2000 1, 2, & 3
Bedroom apts. Close to campus.
Ph. 345-6533 for details.
________________________00
Dorm living not to your liking?
See our large 2 bedroom apartments. We will even help with a
roommate. Lincolnwood Pinetree
345-6000.
________________________00
1107 & 1109 third, Charleston. 2
bedroom furnished apts. Water &
trash included, $500 per month
345-3100 Shown between 10:00

Roommates
Two female roommate for Spring
2000. $170/month plus utilities.
Close to Campus. 345-9421.
_______________________10/6
Housemates wanted. Nice house
2 block east of the union. Call
345-4543.
______________________10/17

Sublessors
2 Sublessors needed for Spring
2001. 2 bedroom apartment, furnished,
nice,
&
clean.
Reasonable rent, water is paid.
Call Megan or Kristin at 348-8713.
______________________10/10
Needed
for
Spring
2001.
Spacious one bedroom apartment
located on-campus. Reasonably
low rent. Call 345-0320

Announcements
RAISE $1600-7000 + GET FREE
CAPS T-SHIRTS & PHONE
CARDS! This one week fundraiser
requires no investment and a
small amount of time from you or
your club. Qualified callers receive
a free gift just for calling. Call
today at 1-800-808-7442 x 80.
10/5
EIU & RHA is raking leaves
October 15th from 1-4pm.
Donations for KOINS-for-KIDS are
appreciated. Call Kristen at the
RHA office 581-5624 for details.
_______________________10/6
10,000 costumes- Reserve yours
now! Reasonable Rates. GRAND
BALL, 609 Sixth, Charleston. 3452617.
_______________________10/6
LOST! Black Esprit wallet. Lost
around 4th street. If found, call
348-1957
_______________________10/6
Uncle Filthy and The Cub Scouts
have an alternative to the
Homecoming Bar Rat Race. See
them at Gunner Buc’s Friday,
10/06. Show starts 9pm, Must be
21 with ID’s,
South Rt. 45,
Mattoon.
_______________________10/6
EASTSDE PACKAGE HOMECOMING WEEKEND SPECIALS.
LITE, MGD 18 BTLS $9.99, BUD,
BUD LT 12 PK 24 OZ $12.99,
MICHELOBE, MICHELOBE LT,
AMBERBOCK 6 BTLS$3.99,
WOOD CHUCK CIDER ALL FLAVORS 6 BTLS $5.99, CAPTAIN
MORGAN 750 ML $11.99. OPEN
AT 6 AM SATURDAY FOR YOUR
BEER
BREAKFAST
AND
PARADE NEEDS, CALL AHEAD
TO RESERVE KEGS. EASTSIDE
PACKAGE 18TH & JACKSON.
345-5722.
_______________________10/6
Do you want to quit smoking? If
so plan to attend an orientation
meeting to be held on Tuesday,
October 10th at 7:30 pm. in the
Shelbyville Room. If you can’t
make it call 3912 for information.
______________________10/10
SAVE OVER $1,000 A YEAR BY
QUITTING SMOKING! Find out
how by coming to the Shelbyville
Room on Tuesday, October 10th
at 7:30 pm.
______________________10/10

The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form

Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: o Yes o No
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______

Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. 15 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.

Answer to today’s puzzle

CampusClips
JAPANESE ANIMATION SOCIETY. Meeting October
6,2000 at 5:00pm. Lounge of the Newman Catholic Center.
Please note this week’s location change. All are welcome to
attend. This week we will continue watching Record of
Lodoss War and Macross Plus. Our feature is Castle of
Cagliostro.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE. Sunday Morning
Worship. October 8,2000 at 10:30am in Buzzard
Auditorium. 9:30am prayer. 10:00am doughnuts.
Everyone is welcome to attend!
ROTC. ROTC Homecoming Activities. October 7,2000.
10:30am- gametime. South of O’Brian Field. Join ROTC
for our equipment display and weapons firing. All students
are welcome to attend and fire an M-16.
THE COUNSELING CENTER. Lifeskills Workshop.
Monday, October 9, 2000. 7:00pm in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room in the MLK Union. “When Your
Parents Divorce” presented by Tina Leonard, Counseling
Center. This workshop will focus on some basic self care
techniques and survival tips for dealing with your parents
divorce.
WESLEY FOUNDATION. Free Sunday Supper on
October 8,2000 at 5:30pm. Wesley Foundation is located
across 4th street from Lawson. Come and have a homemade supper with your friends!
WESLEY FOUNDATION. Lighthouse. Friday, October 6
from 10:00pm-1:00am. Wesley Foundation is located across
4th street from Lawson. Come over and enjoy the newly
redecorated Lighthouse for an evening of fun, dancing, visiting with friends, ect.
EIU UNITY GOSPEL CHOIR. Rehearsal on Friday,
October 6 from 6:00pm-8:00pm in the Fine Arts Building.
UNITY GOSPEL CHOIR. Worship Service on October 8
at 1:45pm in Buzzard Auditorium.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Weekend Masses at St.
Philip Neri Chapel. Saturday, October 7 at 5:00pm.
Sunday, October 8 at 11:00am and 9:00pm.
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP CHOIR. Choir practice
tonite at 6 pm sharp in Fine Arts Building rm 013 in the
basement. If you have any questions call Rashida at 5818074.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for available space.
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country. We don’t match up well, but
the structure at the tournament is 12
teams that play individually.”
Eastern looks to these tough tournaments as a way to find new experience in the game as well as prepare
the freshmen for the tough collegiate
competition they are unexperienced
to. The veterans will have the ability
to step up their performances as well.
“I’ll be happy as long as they
make great efforts and learn,” Hunt
said.
The women will compete in two
rare dual meets against Springfield
College and McKendry College, two
NAIA teams.
“I don’t like dual meets in the fall,
but we’re a certainly stronger team
than either, so we should go out there
and dominate,” Hunt said.

Despite not having the best
overall team numbers in the winloss columns, Spoo doesn’t think
that the Tigers will a pushover.
“I would think that they could
have one or more of the games
they played very legitimately,”
Spoo said.
“I think that if they can eliminate the mistakes, they can play
with almost anybody.”
Tennessee State will bring with
them a tough defense that is
ranked fourth in the conference.
The Tigers have been regularly
seen having all 11 men on the
defensive side of the ball within
five yards of the ball. With a very
fast and athletic defensive squad,
their scheme makes it very hard to
move the ball against.
“Last year, they got right up in
our face with all 11 guys on the
line,” Spoo said.
“They just get right up there
and they say, ‘You have to beat
us.’”

So far this season, Eastern has
showed that they have the
weapons to beat just about anybody, with the top-ranked offense
in the conference averaging just
over 484 yards a game, and leading the OVC with 25 touchdowns
in just four games.
Besides leading the conference
in offense, Eastern is third in the
nation in scoring offense with 45.5
points per game. The Panthers
have shown an offensive firepower that the rest of the league has
struggled to contend with.
“We know that they have
scored a whole bunch of points,”
Tennessee State head coach James

Reese said. “But we’ll have to just
approach it as just another game
because we’ve faced a lot of tough
passing games already.”
Leading the Panther offense
has been quarterback Tony Romo,
who is ranked number one in the
nation in passing efficiency by
completing 58-91 of his passes for
971 yards.
“Their quarterback has been
playing very well lately. We will
need to contain him to be successful,” Reese said.
Despite having the top offense
in the OVC, Eastern also has the
second-ranked defense in the conference.
With the fourth ranked scoring
defense and fifth against the run,
the Panthers should be up for the
tough challenge of facing an
explosive Tennessee State offense
that will change its starting quarterback this week against the
Panthers from Kenton Evans to
junior Shannon Harris.
“I’m sure that the defense will
play for 60 minutes on Saturday,”
Spoo said. “They know how hard
they are going to have to play to
win the game.”

State will bring with them to
Charleston, Eastern took the week
off to get ready for their offensive
attack.
“We’re so ready right now,”
Eastern secondary coach Ron
Lambert said. “I just keep thinking
about how they beat us for two years
ago, and I’m just so ready to go right
now, and I know the players are too.”
The last two years in Lambert’s
memory has built up a lot of tension between the two teams, with
the Tigers beating the Panthers

two years ago by scoring 26 unanswered points in the second half to
get past Eastern. And just one year
ago, Tennessee State threw a
touchdown pass in the final seconds of a game that they had
already won. These are the things
the Panthers, especially the secondary, has not forgotten.
“They’ve beaten us the last two
years and we just want to go out
and prove that we are better than
we have been the last two years,”
Young said.

Young, a junior, has so far
played a great season. He has
picked off two passes which is
good enough to put him in a tie for
first place in the OVC in interceptions. While the secondary as a
whole is third in the OVC with
five interceptions.
“Our secondary has played
very well all season long,”
Lambert said. “Especially guys
like Kourtney Young, John
Williams and Corey Lewis.”
Despite the numbers that the

secondary has put up, and has gotten most of the credit for, they
now they are not the only ones
who keep opposing offenses at
bay.
“I feel that the defensive line is
the main reason we have been able
to play so well this year as a secondary,” Young said. “They pressure the quarterback and make
him throw the ball up and we go
get it. So yeah, I give a lot of credit to the linebackers and defensive
lineman.”

Tennis teams head
in different directions
for weekend matches
By Kristin Rojek
Sports editor

This weekend, the men’s and
women’s tennis teams head in separate directions for competition, as the
men travel to the Louisville
Invitational in Kentucky and the
women go north to Springfield.
“All of the fall is dedicated to
tournaments and working on individual games, not a team function,”
head coach Michael Hunt. “It is a
good test for the individual.”
The men will take on Louisville,
along with several other teams that
will be determined as the week continues.
“Louisville is incredible,” Hunt
said. “They won their conference last
year and they’re a Top 30 team in the

Secondary
from Page 16A
Hull is third in the conference in
both catches per game and receiving
yards per game.
“Julius is one of our top performers right now,” Tennessee State head
coach James Reese said. “He has
really made some big plays for us.”
Despite all the hype surrounding
the passing game that Tennessee

from Page 16A

Last year, they got right up
in our face with all 11 guys
on the line. They just get
right up there and say,‘You
have to beat us.
Bob Spoo,
Eastern football coach

”
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exam schedule for Spring
2001 is published on page 3 of
the Spring Term 2001 Class
Schedule. This information
Official notices are paid for by the Office of
University Publications.
should be used in planning
Questions concerning notices should be
directed to the originator.
your schedule. Class schedules are available on the shelf
SPRING
FINAL
EXAM outside the Registration Office.
The spring final exam schedINFORMATION
Please be aware that the final ule is also available on

Officialnotices

Personals
Football Guys— Thanks for working
so hard. It’s gonna be you that really gets the crowd fired up! Have fun
out there & good luck at the game!
Love, Jess & Brooke
________________________10/6
Delta Zeta and Delta Chi, Get excited for this weekend.
________________________10/6
SWF looking for SWM to quit smoking with. For more information on
how to quit smoking come to the
Shelbyville Room on Tuesday,
October 10th at 7:30 pm.
________________________10/6
Pinks— Think totally 80’s, kill, kill,
kill, dance like a watery piano & then
thank everyone for comin’ out to
Stu’s! Don’t Forget OOPSH, I
played with your ASCH! Do your
best & it’ll be aweschum! Love,
Jess & Brooke
________________________10/6
SWM in search of SWF to quit
smoking with. For more information
on how to quit and to possibly meet
this person. Come to the Shelbyville
Room on Tuesday, October 10th at
7:30 pm.
________________________10/6
Lambda Chi & AST’s — Great job
with homecoming! Get excited for
this weekend!
________________________10/6
To BRIAN JONES of SIGMA CHI Good luck at the Homecoming
Game on Saturday -We’ll be cheering for you! Love, The Ladies of
Alpha Gamma Delta
________________________10/6
Baby Gators- get excited for

Homecoming! You’re doing a great
job!! Love, AST actives
________________________10/6
SURVIVORS OF BREAST CANCER PANEL PRESENTATION to be
held Monday, October 9 beginning
at 8:00 pm. in the Grand Ballroom.
________________________10/9
Needed, Individuals with high religious orientation to participate in
psychological study on Prayer. 75100 people needed to pray for college students interested. Contact
Chris @ 581-5656
_______________________10/12
Alcoholics Anonymous on-campus
group is now meeting. Contact Jeff
at 581-7186 for additional information, meetings time, and locations.
_______________________10/13
Quit smoking now! A free smoking
cessation clinic will start on October
17th. For more information, contact
Eric at 581-3912 or csesd@eiu.edu
_______________________10/13
Welcome Students. Monthly 10
pack give-away at Tropitan. 618 W.
Lincoln 348-TAN3.
_________________________00
Tri-Sigma and Delta Tau Delta get
fired up for this weekend.
________________________10/6
Patti Mapes & Jessica Ball of TriSigma, y9ou girls did an excellent
job with homecoming. Love, your
sisters
________________________10/6
Tri-Sigma and Delta Tau Delta would
like to wish godd luck to the EIU
panthers this weekend.
________________________10/6
Tri-Sigma and Delta Tau Delta would
like to wish good luck to all RSO’s
during homecoming.
________________________10/6

Registration’s homepage on
the
internet
at,
<www.eiu.edu/~registra/spfinals.html>.
—Dr. Frank Hohengarten,
Dean Enrollment Management

ing to exercise the textbook
purchase option, the deadline
is October 11, 2000. Contact
Textbook Rental Service with
any questions.
—Donna Dawson, Chief Clerk

GRADUATE
PURCHASE
OPTION
For graduate students wish-

CDS ADVISEMENT
SESSIONS
The Department

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

of

Communication Disorders and
Sciences will hold a GROUP
ADVISEMENT SESSION on
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 12,
2000 in Room 201/202 of the
Clinical Services Building.
CDS majors and pre-majors
who are currently enrolled in
freshmen and sophomore
courses should attend the 5:45

pm group meeting. Junior and
senior majors should attend
the 6:30 pm group meeting.
Individual advisement sessions will follow each group
meeting. Students interested
in CDS may call 581-2712 for
more information.
—Mary Anne Hanner, CDS
Department Chair

BY MIKE PETERS

Sports
Women’s soccer team blanked at home
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Panthers will look to rebound
home Sunday against Tech
By Anthony Braviere
Associate sports editor

After coasting through their
first two games of the conference
season Eastern took on Middle
Tennessee to snap out of its funk.
Eastern couldn’t do it, as the
Blue Raiders
Women’s soccer
whipped the
Panthers 5-0
in conference
play Thursday.
The Blue
Raiders were able to score in
bunches, as they scored three
goals in six minutes in the first
half. After adding two more goals
in the second half, Middle
Tennessee
dominated
the
Panthers the entire day.
Goalie Jeanine Fredrick was only
able to stop five of the nine shots she
faced.
Letting up two goals from Middle
Tennessee forward Kenya Hickey.
The Panthers were only able get
four of their 17 shots that they took
on target against Blue Raider goalies
Jennifer Robb and Emily Shrum who
combined to blank Eastern.
So with three games gone in their
Ohio Valley Conference season,
Eastern’s women’s soccer team will
have a chance to solidify itself as conference front runner when they take
Tennessee Tech Sunday at Lakeside
field at noon.
The OVC matchup versus the
Golden Eagles will be so important
because the Panthers are in second
place right now in the conference.
While the Tennessee Tech is in first.
Plus, with the way that the standings and schedules are set up in the
OVC whoever wins the game will
come away with a huge advantage for
winning the conference.
“This is going to be a big game for
us,” Eastern head coach Steve Ballard
said. “I think it is definitely going to
be for first place in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
“Seeing as they have already beaten SEMO and Murray, and with the
standings the way they are now the

EIU 0
MTU 5

winner of this game will more than
likely have the best shot at winning
the conference.”
Tennessee Tech comes into the
game with the Panthers with a 6-5
overall record, and a 3-0 record in the
OVC.
“Well, coach (Greg) Stone has put
together a great program over there,”
Ballard said. “They have some players over there that we recruited, not
too mention they were picked to finish second in the conference. So they
aren’t going to be push over.”
But the number that stands out for
the Golden Eagles is the fact that their
defense has not allowed a goal in
their three conference games. They
have lowered their team goals against
average to 1.17 goals per game.
One of the main reason that the
Golden Eagles have been able to hold
opponents to such dismal offensive
numbers is the play of freshman goalkeeper Julia Doyle. Doyle has not
allowed a goal in the last 315 minutes
she has played, and is second in the
OVC in goals against average only
allowing 1.29 goals per game. She
has also four shutouts in the 11
matches she has played.
“Julia has been playing very well
for us, especially in the last four
games or so,” Tennessee Tech head
coach Greg Stone said. “But you do
have to give credit to our defensive
players as well.”
Doyle will have to be ready for an
Eastern offensive attack that features
five players with over eight points a
piece.
Leading the way for the Panthers
is freshman Beth Liesen, who after
only 12 games has scored eight goals.
Including the game winner against
Morehead State a week ago.
Liesen’s goal was looked at as a
slump breaker for the Panther strikers, who were in somewhat of a scoring drought.
“Every team struggles with a certain aspect of its game every now and
then,” Ballard said. “But I’m not worried about us not scoring as many
goals as we would like because we
know the goals will come.”
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Sara Figiel/ Photo editor
Senior Carole Griggs battles to win control of the ball against an Illinois defender while sophomore Terri Manser backs
her teammate up. After facing off with Middle Tennessee Thursday, Eastern takes a weekend break before hosting
Tennessee Tech Sunday for one of the biggest matches for the Panthers this season.

New fast 25 item food bar
8oz Ribeye Dinner
$9.99 w/ fries and

$9.99 Chicken Breast Dinner w/ fries and salad

24oz Cans Bud,
Bud Light, Miller
Lite $3.oo
Not valid on delivery

DJ 9-close

open at 8:ooam

Sports
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Panthers ease up this weekend Women’s golf

team hosts fall
invitational

By Kristin Rojek
Sports editor

Depth in a distance race is crucial for
success, and after redshirting two key runners this season, the men’s cross country
team had to step up quickly to see any productive results.
The results, so far, have been successful,
thanks to the added intensity of four athletes. Senior Ryan Hall, juniors Josh Vance
and John Sipple and sophomore Dan
Mackey have consistently showed their
dedication and persistent character this season.
“It’s fun to see the guys rewarded,” head
coach John McInerney said. “They’re finally gaining respect for what they’re doing.”
With junior Jason Bialka leading
Eastern consistently at each race, Hall,
Vance, Sipple and Mackey have been following close behind, serving as Eastern’s
top seven crew.
The advantage of Eastern’s cross country team is the versatile depth it has
obtained. Without a consistent front group,
McInerney doesn’t have his doubts that any
one of these athletes can set up and perform
for the team.
In recent races at the EIU Open and
Northern Iowa Pre-Regional Invite, these
four athletes have finished as Eastern’s
within the team’s top five scorers, leading
Eastern to an overall first place finish in
both invitational.
Senior Adam Mariott and junior Kyle
O’Brien have been redshirted this season,
requiring two new runners to step up in the
lead group.
After being redshirted last season,
Mackey decided to make up for his lack of
competition this season.
“I didn’t know if he could ever run without limping again,” McInerney said.
“Nothing is more depressing than being
injured like that, but he had a great summer.”
Vance was in the same situation as
Mackey, watching the team race while he
suffered a stress fracture to put him out for
the season.
“Last season with his stress fracture, a
lot of guys would have given up at that
point,” McInerney said.
Vance pulled through the summer and
was Eastern’s final scorer at the Northern
Illinois invite in eighth place.
“For me, I felt like I was more part of a
team now with more leadership,” Vance
said.
Hall’s fourth season on the team doesn’t
seem too different from years past, but the
All-Conference runner has put his leader-

By Kristin Rojek
Sports editor

Karee Ethridge/ Staff photographer
Ryan Hall (far left), Jeff Jonaitis (far right) and Eric Gruberman (back left) race in a pack at the
EIU Open Sept. 23. The men’s team will take the weekend off before the Western Illinois Invite.
ship skills to use, both vocally as well as fied.
racing.
The men’s team takes the weekend off
“Ryan has just, within the last year, of competition, but will race in the
emerged into the core group that a lot of Homecoming 2.5K race before the parade
people don’t understand,” McInerney said. Saturday.
“Our depth is something we’re proud of.”
Focusing on individual efforts this
Sipple is another key to the Panther’s weekend, the women’s cross country team
depth factor this season, walking onto the will send a depleted team to Southern
team as a freshman without a strong run- Illinois University-Carbondale this weekning background.
end for a chance at some competition.
“Sipple was a kid that, two years ago,
“We’re going to use this one as a mixwe thought of cutting because his creden- ture of things,” head coach John
tials were none, but three years later, he’s McInerney said. “We’re still looking to get
just pounding out the miles,” McInerney back together.”
said.
The weekend off allowed the team an
The combination of these four runners opportunity to heal their legs and refocus
within the team has led Eastern to its high- their mentality on the final weeks before
est ranking in the region, listed sixth among the conference race Oct. 28.
30 teams in the district. Leading the rank“We’re going to send a small women’s
ings in first is Oklahoma State.
group to Carbondale because some of
Although the team’s recognition in the them felt they really needed to get some
district is respectful, Eastern still isn’t satis- competition in,” McInerney said.
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BEAT TENNESSE STATE!
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The women’s golf team is well into its fall season, as they prepare to host the Panther
Intercollegiate meet at the Ironhorse Golf Course
Monday and Tuesday.
After scoring the lowest team score in the fiveyear history of Eastern, the women’s golf team
took a fifth place finish at the Lady Racer Classic
Oct. 2 and 3 at Murray State.
Eastern scored 334 on the first day, while setting a new record with a score of 320 on the second day of competition.
Sophomore Tyra Frederick finished sixth overall, naming her to the All-Tournament team.
Eastern Kentucky won the invite with a score of
621.
“It’s the fall season and everything counts
toward ranking in the region,” head coach Jay
Albaugh said.
“This is the portion of the schedule where we
can see what everyone can do moving into the
spring and the conference championship in April.”
Frederick, along with teammates Kristin Hoff
and Amanda Minchin have been leading Eastern to
its fall success.
While Frederick and Hoff are sophomores,
Minchin is entering her first year with the Panthers
as a freshman.
“We’re playing with all freshmen and sophomores, but the overall talent level is much better
than last year,” Albaugh said.
Although Frederick and Hoff are only in their
second season, their talent and composure has
already improved from last season.
“They are a little more mature, and also they’ve
worked on their swing and fine-tuned some things
we worked on at practice over the summer, so their
hard work is starting to pay off,” Albaugh said.
While Minchin is a rookie to Eastern, she leads
the team by example on the course.
“Amanda comes from a good all-around game
and she’s the longest off the tee for the team,”
Albaugh said.
Hosting an invitational this upcoming week will
give Eastern another opportunity to make some
marks. With Northern Illinois, Butler, Loyola and
Dayton making the trip to Tuscola Monday,
Eastern will be awaiting the competition.
“We’re expecting the competition to be very
tight,” Albaugh said. “Northern Illinois and Butler
will be tough teams, but we’ve beaten Butler
before and Dayton is always competitive.
“We have the possibility, if we play well, to
have a win at our home tournament.”
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Football team faces
vital test of reality
By Anthony Braviere
Associate sports editor

Eric Wolters/Assoc. photo editor
Tight end Nathan Kreke is congratulated by a member of the offensive line after scoring a touchdown against TennesseeMartin Sept.23. Eastern is back in action against Tennessee Statee for the second home game this season.

In what could be a stepping stone
to the front of the Ohio Valley
Conference, Eastern will look to beat
a tough Tennessee State team this
Saturday in its Homecoming matchup.
“I think our team is more excited
about playing Tennessee State than
they are about it being
Homecoming,” Eastern head coach
Bob Spoo said. “But it is
Homecoming and it will be an exciting weekend for both the students
and our players.”
The game, which is being billed
as indicaton that will show if the
Panthers (3-1,1-0 in the OVC) are for
real or not, will be Eastern’s first
tough game against a Division I-AA
opponent. A Panther win could mean
a spot in the Top 25 poll, but some
people around the OVC are not yet
willing to give Eastern that kind of
credit because of past experience.
“People have their own opinions
about us as a football team,” Spoo
said. “I don’t think we are that much
less of a football team than they are.
We’re definitely a different team than
we were.”
The Tigers, which come into the
game with the Panthers as the twotime defending OVC champs, are 13 on the season and are yet to play a
conference game.
See REALITY Page 13a

Secondary
under fire
against TSU
By Anthony Braviere
Associate sports editor

Pass... Ball, Ball, Ball.
That’s the call that many offenses of Eastern’s opponents have
not wanted to hear all season
long.
The reason being is that the
Panthers are the top ranked
team against the pass in the
Ohio Valley Conference coming into their Homecoming
game with Tennessee State. The
Tigers will be the secondary’s
first real test of how they play
against a primarily passing
team.
“We know that they are a
passing team,” cornerback
Kourtney Young said. “But I
think that we are up for the challenge.”
Tennessee State is ranked
second in the OVC in passing
and brings with them a tandem
of good receivers in Julius Hull
and Patrick Jenkins.
See SECONDARY Page 13a

Volleyball team gets a true homecoming
After 11 of 15 road games, Panthers rest at Lantz Gym
By Ron White
Staff writer

A bus pulls to the curb. The driver
pulls a lever, and the frequently brisk
autumn wind envelopes the hard iron
shell as weary travelers gather their
belongings and prepare to step onto
the pavement in an unknown city.
The Eastern volleyball team, having played 11 of its first 15 matches
of the season on road, knows the routine all too well. Like tourists, the
Panthers’ players are thrust into unfamiliar gymnasiums filled with unfamiliar crowds. While only 100-200
fans normally take seats in the
bleachers for a typical Ohio Valley
Conference match, the reality is that
nearly all will root for the home team.
But Homecoming 2000 is here
now. And for the Panthers, it is a
homecoming indeed. The Panthers
(10-5 overall, 5-1 in the Ohio Valley
Conference) play eight of the team’s
14 remaining regular-season matches
within the familiar confines of Lantz
Gym. And while road matches tend
to toss adversity into the paths of the
most determined teams, Eastern has
managed to post a more than
respectable 7-4 road record.
“With the exception of (a home
loss to Loyola) Tuesday, we’ve
played well at home,” said Eastern
head volleyball coach Brenda
Winkeler.

Loyola interrupted Eastern’s
return to at-home competition by
beating the Panthers in a three-set
match Tuesday.
Still, like Homecoming, Eastern’s
volleyball program is becoming a tradition of quality, but this tradition has
its disadvantages.
“Any time you step onto the court,
it’s challenging,” said Winkeler, who
pointed out that Eastern’s fellow
OVC members prepare diligently for
matches with the Panthers because
opponents’ coaches know winning in
Charleston can be a difficult task.
Eastern Kentucky and Morehead
State meet that challenge this weekend, when Eastern looks to improve
upon its second-place OVC record
with a two-match Homecoming
weekend sweep.
Eastern Kentucky (3-11, 0-3 in the
OVC) will face the Panthers on
Friday at 7 p.m. Then, on Saturday,
the Eagles will arrive in Charleston
for a noon match that coincidentally
takes place amidst nearby tailgating,
festivities for the 1:30 p.m. Panthers
football game.
Winkeler said Wednesday that she
is unsure what strategy she plans to
employ against the Colonels. The
Colonels are led by a tandem of
Courtneys, namely Courtney Bowen
and Courtney Huyser. Both average
more than two kills per game. And
setter Mary Lee Keranko leads the

team in assists, with 8.28 per game.
On the Panthers’side, junior rightside hitter Leslie Przekwas has filled
the role of offensive mainstay.
Przekwas’ .366 hitting percentage
leads the conference in that category.
Additionally, Eastern has seen
solid play from senior Karen
Blackwell (2.81 kills per game) and
second-year woman Karen Liss (2.83
kills per game). The two share the
left-side hitter job to give Eastern a
potentially potent attack. Liss, while
picked as the OVC Freshman of the
Year last season, leads the team in the
errors during her sophomore campaign. But Winkeler said many of the
errors come when setters tip the ball
toward the net so closely that Liss
cannot manage a clean hit.
After the battle with the Colonels,
Eastern faces a challenging
Morehead State Squad. Morehead
State (9-4 overall, 1-2 in the OVC) is
a deed squad. Three Eagles are averaging more than three kills per game
this season. Defensively, the Eagles
have held opponents to a .150 hitting
percentage.
“I had an indication that we’d do
well,” said Winkeler.
The Panthers trail only defending
champion Southeast Missouri State
in the conference, and the team is
hungry to use this weekend as a tuneup for an Oct. 12 home match against
the Otahkians.

Eric Wolters/ Assoc. photo editor
Senior Gen Ramos sets the ball during Tuesday’s game against Loyola while
teammate Leslie Przekwas awaits the next play.
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Imperial Panthers
Alpha Gamma Delta, Pi Kappa Alpha crowned

The King

By Julie Bartlow
Features editor

Embarrassment is the last thing you would expect for someone who won the title
of Homecoming King to feel, but to this year’s winner, Michael DiSanto, it wasn’t.
As a matter of fact, embarrassment was the first feeling he had when he was pronounced
King, said DiSanto, a senior political science major.
“It was embarrassing to be up there (on stage) wearing the funny crown, the big cape
and holding that long thing in my hand,” he said. “I couldn’t see anyone because of the
bright lights. All I was doing was chewing my gum and wearing a big, cheesy smile on my
face.”
DiSanto said he was in shock when he found out he was going
to be the new Homecoming King, but it is something in
which he takes pride.
“It’s very overwhelming,” he said. “It makes me feel
like I’ve done something. It’s very gratifying.”
The men of DiSanto’s fraternity, Pi Kappa
Alpha, had nominated him to represent their
house and thought DiSanto would make a good
King.
“Our fraternity has done a lot of certain
things in the past, and between myself and
Jay Piatt (Homecoming Prince), we thought
it would be good to represent our house to
make a new change,” he said.
DiSanto said he has done a lot of community service work and has a good grade point
average, which he thought was the reason his fraternity nominated him.
DiSanto said he learned a lot from two older
guys who were in his fraternity, Joe Bizzieri
and Todd Chambers, and thinks they may
have something to do with his winning of
Homecoming King.
“They taught me a lot
about being mature and
interacting
with

see
King,
page 7b

Photos by Sara Figiel/Photo editor

The Queen

Winning Homecoming Queen wasn’t the only thing on Christy Kracht’s mind as she
walked up the stage in Lantz Gymnasium, Sunday evening wearing her stunning, red
dress.
“I was so nervous that I was going to fall,” she said. “I told my escort, Matt
Newton (of Sigma Pi), that if I was going to trip, I was taking him
down with me. It was an exciting kind of nervous feeling.”
Kracht, a senior elementary education major, said
she was nominated along with six other girls
from her sorority, Alpha Gamma Delta.
“The whole chapter voted from those six for
someone to represent the sorority as a candidate for Homecoming Queen,” she said.
Kracht said the reason she thinks her
sorority voted for her is because they wanted
someone who is a leader on campus and
someone who cares about and loves Eastern.
Standing on the brightly lit stage in front of
her sorority, friends and family was an odd
experience, Kracht said. Especially when she
was called forward to take the crown and title as
2000 Homecoming Queen.
“I kept telling myself that I want to remember this forever,” she said. “I
kept saying that this is so
wonderful to be here and
I’m so lucky to have all of
my friends and family
here watching me, sharing this moment with
me.”
So,
what
makes a good
Homecoming
Queen?

see
Queen,
page 7b
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Grads to be honored by Almuni Association
By Michelle Jones
Campus editor

Bob Jachino
Class of ‘59

Six Eastern alumni will be recognized for their achievements as part of
this weekend’s Homecoming festivities.
Bob Jachino, a 1959 graduate; Lyle
Jensen, a 1970 graduate; Joe
Knollenberg, a 1955 graduate; and
Karen Meyer, a 1976 graduate will be
honored as Distinguished Alumni.
Denis Spice, a 1978 graduate, will
be awarded the Alumni Service Award,
and Susan Gerling, a 1995 graduate,
will be recognized as the Outstanding
Young Alumna.
These three awards are presented
annually by the Eastern Alumni
Association as a way to honor Eastern’s
alumni.

Bob Jachino

Lyle Jensen
Class of ‘70

Jachino, who is retired and living in
Greenwich, Conn., did a lot of work in
the publishing information industry. He
was chief executive officer of the
Information and Publishing Group of
the Thompson Corporation where he
was responsible for 22,000 employees
in 107 units worldwide with annual revenues in excess of $2 billion. The firm
published newspapers, magazines and
electronic databases in law, tax, financial services and medicine.
Jachino also was CEO of Pitman,
Auerbach, Bowmar and Warren
Gorham and Lamont.
“I’m terribly flattered,” Jachino said
of receiving the honor. “I always watch
Eastern; although, for many years I was
in parts of the country where Eastern
was not a factor.”
Jachino majored in history at
Eastern. He said he started classes with
the goal of being a college professor.
Even though being a teacher was not in
his career path, he still utilized his education at Eastern.
“Educational publishing helped me
to continue to extend the work I had
done at Eastern,” Jachino said.

Lyle Jensen
Joe Knollberg
Class of ’55

Jensen, a professor of education at
Baldwin-Wallace College in Berea,
Ohio, served three years as a Peace
Corps Volunteer in the Republic of
Korea before completing his degree in
English at Eastern. Jensen has helped
1,200 adults in New York achieve their
GED diplomas and was invited to help
design the writing assessment compo-
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nent for New York’s GED examination.
He has established an inner-city
community schools program, authored
numerous publications and been a frequent presenter at national educational
conferences.
“I’m absolutely honored and
impressed, and I’m absolutely flabbergasted,” Jensen said. “It’s a wonderful
honor.”

Joe Knollberg

Knollenberg, who lives in
Bloomfield Township, Mich., is serving
his fourth term as the State
Representative from Michigan’s 11th
Congressional District.
Knollenberg is a member of the
House Appropriations Committee, and
he was recently appointed by the
Republican leadership in the House to
serve
as
the
Appropriations
Committee’s liaison to the Budget
Committee. He also is a member of the
House Ethics Committee and the
Republican Policy Committee.
Knollenberg said the award is very
humbling and honoring. He believes it
is flattering to have the school he graduated from honor him.
Knollenberg said the award was
appealing because it was awarded by
many people who knew him. “It’s an
honor I take very seriously,” he said.
Knollenberg has a lot of good memories from Eastern. He enjoyed the
small school and the campus life, and
he said he received a good education.
“I found it to be an institution where
I learned how to learn,” Knollenberg
said.
Knollenberg spent two years in the
Army after graduating Eastern, and
then he was in the insurance business.
He also did volunteer work for the
Republican party, he said.

Karyn Meyer

Meyer is an ABC-WLS-TVChicago
feature reporter, focusing on people
with disabilities, director of the office
for students with disabilities at DePaul
University and President of Karen L.
Meyer & Associates.
She is the nation’s first TV news
reporter with a disability to produce and
report weekly on issues pertaining to
people with disabilities
Meyer also has established a consulting business that works with businesses, industries, governments and
agencies across the country to help
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them understand and comply with the
rules of the Americans with Disabilities
Act.
She was the deputy chief with the
Illinois Attorney General’s Office and
has a presidential appointment to the
President’s Committee on Employment
of People with Disabilities.
“I’m very proud of being an EIU
graduate,” Meyer said through her
assistant Libby Hoffmann. “The award
brought back a lot of good memories.”
Meyer said receiving the award was
a way of recognizing all of her achievements over the years. The award made
her think about where she started at and
what she learned at Eastern, she said.
“Everything I’ve done has taught me
how to move forward, to succeed at the
next step,” Meyer said. “(The award) is
a reflection on my experiences at
Eastern.”
Meyer said she attended Eastern on
a personal mission; she wanted to prove
she could be just like everyone else.

Karyn Meyer
Class of ‘76

Susan Gerling

Gerling, an attorney with Thompson
Coburn LLP in St. Louis, specializing
in product liability and trust litigation,
also served as an associate editor of the
Washington University Journal of
Urban and Contemporary Law, published two articles in her professional
journal and received a Scholar in Law
Award. Gerling, who majored in economics, said being named Outstanding
Young Alumna means a lot to her
because of her experiences at Eastern.
“I had such a great time at Eastern,
and I really value all the great experiences I had there,” Gerling said.

Susan Gerling
Class of ‘95

Dennis Spice

Spice served on the EIU Foundation,
the EIU Alumni Association Board of
Directors and six years on Eastern’s
School of Business Advisory Board. He
currently is serving on Eastern’s School
of Technology Advisory Board.
Spice said the Alumni Service
Award came as a surprise to him.
“I didn’t expect I would receive
something like this for serving on
boards that I feel an alumni should do,”
Spice said.
Spice currently is living in
Champaign. He owns several companies, and he is the founding partner of
Open Prairie Ventures, a venture capital
fund that focuses on start-up high technology companies in the Midwest.

Denis Spice
Class of ‘78
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By Pat Curran
Staff writer

Eastern’s athletic department has pulled out
all the stops in order to increase school spirit and
attendance while making the millennium
Homecoming weekend an exciting and memorable one.
The goal is to attract a larger crowd to the
game, but at the same time spark an interest in all
of Eastern’s athletic teams.
“We hope to draw a few more students this
year because the team is winning,” said David
Kidwell, Eastern assistant athletic director of
marketing and sports information.
Anish Gauri, a junior marketing major, said,
“Because Eastern has a good team this year, I am
looking forward to going to the game.”
Eastern averages 6,000 to 7,000 fans for their
regular home games but hopes to increase attendance this weekend to more than 8,000, Kidwell
said.
“The team is successful. Come out, have a
good time and relax whether you are a student,
resident or out of towner,” Kidwell invited.
Kidwell said that while many see the football
game as the focal point of the weekend, there is
plenty of entertainment even for non-football
fans. He stressed that all are encouraged to participate in the pre-game activities and then cheer
on the Panthers to victory.
Junior special education major Angie

Seliukas said that since she has never been here
on Homecoming weekend before, she is excited
to experience what her friends always talk about.
“I’m going to celebrate because it is my first
Homecoming in Charleston,” she said.
Senior sociology major Michelle Reed said,
“I’m looking forward to seeing my teammates
(on the women’s rugby team) sing the school
song before the game.”
The day will kick off with a parade through
town ending at the football stadium. Fans are
encouraged to tailgate until the start of the game.
At tailgating, the Alumni Association is sponsoring “Tent City” for each college. There, faculty
and staff will be able to enjoy the pre-game
activities, Kidwell said.
The Reserve Officers’ Training Corps is
sponsoring a pregame sky-dive where they will
fly the game ball onto the field.
In addition, the ROTC will have helicopters
and a Humvee on display for students to see.
“We think that we can put on a good show
right here at Eastern for students and residents to
enjoy,” Kidwell said.
In the past year, the Eastern Athletic
Department has dramatically stepped up its
efforts to increase attendance at all of Eastern’s
athletic events and subsequently increase school
spirit. Their efforts paid off in dividends for the
men’s and women’s basketball teams last season, and thus far attendance is looking up for the
football team.

File photo
Eastern football games typically draw about 6,000 to 7,000 fans at home games. The Athletic
Department is hoping to draw more than 8,000 at Saturday’s Homecoming game against
Tennessee State.
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By Sarah Heise
Staff writer

This year’s Homecoming parade
Saturday will consist of 115 entrants,
which has been the average for past
parades, said Sara Fergus,
Homecoming coordinator.
The parade route is approximately
1.5 miles and runs north on Seventh
Street, around Charleston’s Square,
and south on Sixth Street, said
Officer Arthur Mitchell of the
University Police Department.
The parade will begin at 9:30 a.m.
and should last one hour, Fergus said.
The parade is scheduled to run “rain
or shine,” she said.
Fergus asks that students cooperate with campus and city police who
will be manning the intersections
during the parade.
Fergus also noted problems with
students’ behavior the past several
years during parades. Such behavior
“ruins the parade,” she said.
Students were reprimanded at that
time, and there have been no other
problems since, Fergus said.
“We’re getting a better reputation,
and we want to keep that up,” she
said.
Although many organizations are
designing and building floats for the
parade, two groups decided to use
their money on other causes.

Eastern fraternity Pi Kappa Alpha
and sorority Kappa Delta, in lieu of
entering a float in the Homecoming
Float competition, are each making
separate donations, a press release
stated.
Pi Kappa Alpha will give $500
toward the Kappa Delta Greek Gods
Calendar, which is designed to raise
funds for Cali McCarthy, the younger
sister of a Kappa Delta, who suffers
from cancer.
Kappa Delta, in turn, will donate
$500 to Big Brother, Big Sister, Pi
Kappa Alpha’s national philanthropy.
University Police and Charleston
Police will work together to clear
Sixth and Seventh streets of parked
vehicles before the parade, Mitchell
said.
Vehicles parked on those streets
should be moved by Friday at midnight, Fergus said.
Because of the parade, parking
will not be allowed on the following
streets on the following dates and
times.
No parking from 3 a.m. to noon
on Saturday on:
n Monroe and Jackson avenues
between Sixth and Seventh streets
n Sixth Street from Monroe to
Lincoln avenues
n Seventh Street from Monroe to
Johnson avenues
n Hayes Avenue between Seventh

Welcome
Alumni
and Ninth streets
n Grant Avenue between Seventh
and Ninth streets
n Johnson Avenue between
Seventh and Ninth streets.
No parking from 5 p.m. Friday to
noon on Saturday on:

n Campus Drive, Seventh to
Fourth streets
n Seventh Street from Lincoln to
Roosevelt avenues.
Any vehicles parked on the streets
after the designated date and time
will be towed at the owner’s expense.
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Committee gears
up for weekend
full of events
By Julie Bartlow
and Sarah Heise
Staff writers

Months of planning will end
this week for the University
Board’s Homecoming Committee
as Homecoming week finally
arrives.
The committee of 25, headed
by Sara Fergus and Shara Koch,
has been planning this week’s
events since February.
Among the events planned for
this year’s Homecoming week are
a fireworks display, a 2.5 K
run/walk, the annual parade and of
course, tailgating.
This year, for the first time, the
Homecoming Committee has
planned a fireworks display at
O’Brien Stadium, Fergus said.
The pep rally is scheduled from 8
to 10 p.m. on Friday, and the display will follow.
The display is one of the committee’s efforts to get community
involvement
in
Eastern’s
Homecoming activities, Fergus
said.
Funding for Homecoming
week is budgeted through the
University Board, Fergus said.
Additional funding was received
this year from the Apportionment
Board to fund the fireworks, she
said.
In addition to the fireworks display, the Homecoming Committee
has planned a 2.5 K run/walk to
begin at 9 a.m. on Saturday, just
before the parade, Fergus said.
The race will follow the same
route as the parade, and the committee plans to hand out trophies
and T-shirts to winners and participants of the race.
“We wanted to get a bigger
draw from the community,”
Fergus said.
Anyone interested can register
at Old Main any time before the
race.

If you’re reading this...

so are they.

advertise.

Free food, music and entertainment is in store for this year’s tailgating event, or “kick-off” as
Katie Horbas, 2000 Homecoming
Kick-off Committee chair said.
“A lot of students and the community of Charleston like to participate in this event,” Horbas said.
“A lot of people seem to like it
because there’s free food.”
Assistant athletic director Dave
Kidwell said the idea of tailgating
is to have a relaxed atmosphere to
kick-off the football game.
“We encourage anyone to
come out here,” he said. “We usually have a pretty good number of
students who come out – about
300 or 400.”
Horbas said Subway and Papa
John’s will be served along with
hamburgers and hot dogs 11:30
a.m. to 1:15 p.m. to celebrate the
kick-off/tailgating event.
“Bob Beavers, a resident of
Charleston, will be there to grill
hamburgers and hot dogs,” she
said. “He’s been doing this for a
few years. The band, cheerleaders,
Pink Panthers and an 80s coverband ‘The Post War Fords,’ will be
there to get the crowd excited for
the football game.”
Kidwell also said inflatable
games will be held at the event.
“There will be a bungee run
and a quarter back challenge,” he
said. “There’s a fraternity who
will be bringing out a car, so people can smash it with a sledgehammer.”
Kidwell said there are a couple
of rules everyone must abide by
before going to tailgate.
“We don’t want to have too
many rules; we want people to
have a good time,” he said. “But
we do ask that no one under 21
(years old) come to the drinking
area, and please no kegs. We also
ask anyone who drives a car that
they can’t leave until the fourth
quarter starts.”

File photo
Daytimer performed at the pre-game Homecoming tailgating last year. This year’s tailgating will include food, games and
entertainment before the 1:30 p.m. kickoff.

Queen
from Page 1B
“Someone who knows a lot about
the university and someone who
cares about Eastern,” Kracht said.
“Someone who has had an impact on
someone or more than one person’s
life, knowing a lot of people and
someone who is nice, a good person
and who likes to be (at Eastern)
makes a good (Homecoming)
Queen and King.”
Kracht said she thinks she knows
why she won the title Homecoming
Queen.
“When I was on stage my little
brother, who is 14, came up to me

King
from Page 1B
people and with the college atmosphere,” he said. “I’d like to thank
them for everything.”
Behaving himself in this
Saturday’s Homecoming Parade is
what DiSanto said he will have to do
when he’s on the float.
“When I’m in that parade, I want
to represent myself well,” he said.
“I’ll have to behave because a lot of
people will be watching. I’ll need to
keep a clear head on my shoulders,
too.”
DiSanto said he thinks someone
who is able to have fun, not take

and told me I should thank him that I
won because he went out and tried to
get people’s votes for me,” she said.
“I laughed at him, but I’d like to
think I won because I was myself,
and not because of what my brother
had said.”
Kracht said it is an incredible
honor to represent Eastern and her
sorority.
“I love Eastern and I love Alpha
Gam, my sorority. They’re a wonderful group of girls. I feel very honored,” she said.
Being Homecoming Queen is
very important and special to Kracht.
“I love the fall and going to the
pep rallies and football games,” she
said. “It’s good to have an important
part in such a wonderful event.”

Kracht plans to attend the pep
rally for Saturday’s Homecoming
game, watch the fireworks. She also
said she looks forward to seeing and
meeting everyone.
“I encourage everyone to go out
to the football game or the volleyball
game and give the team your support,” she said. “Tailgating is a lot of
fun, too.”
Kracht said she has always been
involved with Eastern and is thankful
she has had wonderful opportunities
and experiences throughout the
years.
“I am so thankful to all of my
roommates, my family, Alpha
Gamma Delta, Sigma Pi and everyone else who made my time at
Eastern wonderful,” she said.

things too seriously and is able to
represent the university well are a
few things that make a good
Homecoming King.
The interview for Homecoming
King is what DiSanto said helped
him win.
“I think 60 percent of my success
came from the interview,” DiSanto
said. “A few older people who are
with the university asked the candidates questions about being King,
and I think I was able to relate to
them.”
The other part of DiSanto’s success came from his fraternity, a supportive sorority and his attendance at
Homecoming Committee events.
“Kappa Delta has a huge sorority,” he said. “They have 140 girls in

the house, and their votes really
helped,” he said.
Homecoming is not just an event
for greeks, DiSanto said.
“So many people get the wrong
idea that Homecoming is a Greek
thing,” he said. “Yes, a lot of it organizes around the Greeks, and I can
see why they get that idea. It’s good
for everyone to participate in the
events like tailgating and the football
game. I encourage everyone to come
out to support the team.”
DiSanto said the overall experience of being Homecoming King is
wonderful.
“It’s such an honor to represent
the university and my fraternity,” he
said. “I’m not used to being in the
spotlight.”

Homecoming
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Eastern royalty surprised by results
Sara Figiel/
Photo editor
Homecoming
princess Valerie
Jany of Kappa
Delta sorority and
prince Jay Piatt of
Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity take the
stage after they
were announced
as Homecoming
royalty at Sunday’s
Coronation ceremony.
Both later said
they were surprised they had
won.

Jany:‘I was shocked, very
excited and overwhelmed’
By Jamie Moore
Activities editor

Heading into coronation on Sunday,
Homecoming Princess Valerie Jany did not
expect to hear her name read off as the winner
of princess.
“I was shocked, very excited and overwhelmed,” Jany said.
Jany, a sophomore elementary education
major, was nominated to be a princess candidate in the spring by her sorority, Kappa Delta.
“It was exciting to represent Kappa Delta,
Eastern, and to represent the university for
Homecoming,” she said.“I wasn’t expecting it
at all. I wasn’t even nervous.”
Jany feels she was a great choice to represent her sorority based on all of her campus
and sorority involvement.

“I’m really involved on campus,” she said.
“I put a lot of time into the sorority and other
activities around campus.”
Positions Jany currently holds in Kappa
Delta include being a sister enrichment team
leader, men’s philanthropic chair and 2000
Greek Week assistant chair. Last year, Jany
was the scholarship chair for the Junior Greek
Council. On campus, Jany also is a member of
the Association for Childhood Education
International. During Homecoming Week,
Jany will participate in all the activities such as
the football game, pep rally and the parade.
“I’m very excited to be in the parade and to
do the activities and to be able to represent
Eastern at the same time,” she said.
When Jany graduates from Eastern she
plans to become an elementary education
teacher.

We l c o m e E I U A l u m n i
JERRY’S
PIZZA
& PUB

Piatt’s initial feelings of shock
quickly replaced by pride
By Jamie Moore
Activities editor

Initial shock and overall pride was the feeling that Eastern’s 2000 Homecoming Prince,
Jay Piatt, felt when he heard his name
announced as the winner at coronation.
“I was proud to represent the school and
found it a victory for the fraternity,” Piatt said.
Piatt, a junior speech communication major,
was nominated by his fraternity, Pi
Kappa Alpha, as their Homecoming Prince candidate last spring.
Piatt serves as president of his fraternity this
year. During coronation, Piatt was more
focused on getting the event over with then
winning.
“I just really wanted to get it over with,” he
said. “I wanted to walk on stage and not fall or
embarrass myself.”
While serving as Homecoming Prince,
Piatt must attend all the Homecoming events
such as the pep rally on Friday night and the
parade on Saturday.
Another main duty that Piatt must fulfill this

week is to wear the Homecoming Prince Sash.
“I have to wear the sash all week,” he said.
“I have a tendency to lose things, so it’s a task.”
Since becoming prince, Piatt says the
response from his fraternity has been outstanding.
“Becoming prince, I have instilled a real
sense of pride and enthusiasm in the house,” he
said.
Representing his fraternity during
Homecoming week is the main object of
Piatt’s attention.
“The main thing I want to take from
Homecoming is from the fraternity
standpoint because I want to represent them,”
he said.
Piatt’s future plans include attending film
school at either New York University or the
University of California at Los Angelos after
graduating from Eastern in May 2002.
Piatt would like to wish the best of luck to
all the organizations involved in
Homecoming this year.
“I hope that the student body at EIU is
happy to be my subjects,” he said.

October 5-7 10AM-4PM
Bookstore Lounge

1 LARGE 1 TOPPING PIZZA
AND Qt. of COKE
$8.75
Corner of 4th and Lincoln
345-2844
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“Almost Famous” finally makes it to Charleston
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Denzel puts in another great performance
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come back to

by julie bartlow
Staff editor

For five consecutive weeks, Eastern’s
theatre department has been practicing
and preparing to present its public with
the Pulitzer Prize-winning play, “Our
Town.”
Written by Thornton Wilder in 1938,
“Our Town” centers around childhood
sweethearts George Gibbs and Emily
Webb, their parents and the townsfolk of
Grovers Corners, New Hampshire, said
John Oertling, director of the play and
professor of theatre arts.The play covers
the time period from 1901-1913.
“This play is an American classic,”
Oertling said.“It has been made into two
successful films and has had success at
every level of theatre. Our goal is to produce a high quality product that is accessible to our audience that hopefully they
will enjoy.”
The play is a reminder of what happens to everyone in life, Oertling said.
“We all fall in love, become involved in
relationships, go through hardships and
eventually die,” he said.
Paul Hengels, a senior theatre major,
said the play conveys a meaningful message.

“Hopefully,
the audience will grasp the message
behind the play – that life is short, enjoy
it while you’ve got it,” Hengels said.“This
play is so real. These are real characters
everyone can associate with.”
The cast of “Our Town” consists of 26
members, 13 of which are non-theatre
majors. Oertling said this is the biggest
cast he’s ever worked with.
“The theatre committee selected this
play and I’m glad it fell in my slot to do it,”
he said. “For a director to watch the
actors discover things about themselves
and the play is the best part about being
in theatre.”
Jena Philips, a senior theatre and
English major, who plays the stage manager, said “Our Town” has the biggest number of cast members she’s ever worked
with, too.
“There’s so many people to work with
and the energy shifts from so much different people,” Philips said. “There’s so
much excitement with the script and
characters, we all feed off each other’s
energy.”
Chris Yonke, a freshman theatre major,
and Meghan Murphy, who also is a fresh

at the fine arts center

man theatre major, play George Gibbs
and Emily Webb, giving new dimensions
to their characters separately as well as
together.
“Emily is a very innocent, naive girl
who knows what she wants, when she
wants it,” Murphy said. “Emily’s character
reminds me of me. I have wanted to play
her for years and now it’s a dream come
true.”
Other characters include the stage
manager, who helps the audience through
the play, played by Philips; Mrs. Webb, a
small town woman who leads a simple
life, played by Sarah Butcher, a theatre
major; Doc Gibbs, who is the father of
George, is played by Chris Christenson, a
junior theatre major; Mrs. Gibbs, played
by Jenni Pepsnik, a junior theatre and
English major, and Mr. Webb, played by
Hengels.
“My character is telling the story to
the audience,” Philips said. “It’s my story

and I’m inviting people to listen to it. I
sort of explain to them throughout the
play what’s going on ... I’m like a narrator.”
Butcher said she is somewhat similar
to her character she plays because they
are both laid back and caring. Her
favorite part of the play is when she and
Pepsnik share a scene together.
“I love when my character and Mrs.
Gibbs string beans outside together and
gossip,” she said.“It’s just a natural scene
that tells what the town (Grovers
Corners) is all about. This play gives a
simple look on life and death and the
audience gets to go through everything
with us.”
Pepsnik said this is the first time she
has ever played the character of a mother and her favorite thing about “Our
Town” is the overall moral of the play.

see play, page 3c
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Words of Wisdom
from your

“

heads to give them a fighting
chance.
*Mandatory castration of
stupid people.
*Everything that has an
advertised price of $0.99 will be
taxed a penny to bring the price
to an EVEN DOLLAR! The
same thing goes for everything
that is sold for $19.99.
Infomercials will become ILLEGAL! Especially the one that
star those creepy midget twins
and that INSANE JUICE GUY!
*Interstate speed limits will
be a thing of the past. People
will be allowed to drive as fast
as they want, and each car will
be given heat-seeking missiles
that will take out any Yugo that
gets in their way.
*Napster will become the
ONLY way people are allowed to
get music and
Metallica can just
suck it up!
*Marijuana
will be legalized
and certain people
will
be
required by law to
smoke it ... just so
they will CHILL
OUT!
*The
new
Secretary of State
will
be
the
Crocodile
Hunter. That guy
messes with some
of the deadliest
things on the
planet and he
never gets hurt so he must be
doing something right.
*Women will not pursue the
jerks and will actually date the
“nice guys.”
To go along with that, men will
appreciate women for their personalities NOT their cup size.
These are the basics to my
campaign. I have many many
other issues that are all important
to my campaign. To find out what
they are you will have to keep
reading, because they will be discussed in a later column. Until
then remember ... FEAR 2K!

As of right
now, I am
putting in my
bid for the
President of
the United
States.

”

URB to jam at Uptowner
by ben tully

Staff writer

Nov. 9, 1998: Aaron Davison plugs his guitar
cord into his amp. This is URB’s (Unidentified Rock
Band) third show at The Station. Davison looks to
the bar, where bassist Don Stec and drummer Keith
Schreiner are nervously awaiting the start of the
show. Davison adjusts the mid and treble on his
amp. Before he can tune up, he is confronted by
Josh Jones. “I have a guitar and was wondering if I
could open for you guys?”
One might think Davison would send Jones packing – he’s nervous about having to improv on his
guitar. Not to mention that URB barely has any
songs and the show doesn’t need any more elements of surprise. But that wouldn’t be cool. URB
is a jam band and jam bands encourage everyone to
participate in the spirit, togetherness and overall
freedom the genre encompasses.
Talk about free spirit, Jones eventually became
lead singer of URB. “He needed a band, and we
needed a lead singer,” Davison said. This would be
Davison’s first fully-functioning band since Open
House Groove, which featured future URB bassist
Joe Packer.
The current incarnation of URB will play at 10
p.m., Saturday, at The Uptowner, 623 Monroe St.
There will be a $2 cover charge.
Davison’s vision of URB was a long time in the
making. After graduating high school, he headed out
to Boston to attend the Berkeley school of music as
a song writing major. “I quit Berkeley after a short
time to pursue my dream of becoming a rock star,”
said Davison in a phone interview.
Davison stayed in Boston for two years and, with
his dream on hold, waited tables. “It was just
enough at the time to pay the bills.” Davison
crawled back to Libertyville to shack up with his
parents and save money. He decided school was a
good idea. “I headed to EIU to pursue a liberal arts
degree, and to seek out a band,” he said. When he
arrived he put an ad in the Verge stating he was
“looking to rock.” This is how he met Schreiner and
Stec.
After doing time as a three piece, URB added
Jones and began to play as a four piece when they
returned to The Station to play their first gig. They

continued to gig around Charleston and eventually
made a name for themselves.
After graduating in August, Davison, Schreiner
and Jones found an apartment in Vernon Hills, a
northwest suburb of Chicago. Stec found Chicago a
more suitable living environment – which made it
more difficult for him to get to URB practices. “We
sensed a definite growing apart when we left EIU,”
Davison said. “One night (the band) all had a talk
and we just wanted to put more into it than Don
did – but there were no hard feelings.”
After some cooling off time, Davison suggested
they hire former Open House Groove bassist Joe
Packer. Schreiner and Jones agreed and URB has
since been working him into practices. “Don has
been helping out with our shows while we work
Joe into the band, but I can’t express enough how
good Joe is on the bass; he’s adding so much to our
sound, it’s incredible,” Davison said.
URB started as a cover band and has been blossoming into a jam band with original songs. They
are part of an emerging jam band scene, bands
who focus more on touring and T–shirt sales
rather than corporate record deals – a concept
started by The Grateful Dead that has continued
into the Phish era. For Davison a lot has changed
since his Boston rock star fantasies. “My goal now
is to be a working musician, if we get any bigger as
we tour and record we’re just gonna go with it,
but I still wouldn’t mind being a rock star,” Davison
said.
Since leaving Eastern the band has found a practice space, and is playing four to five shows a
month. They even got listed on Jambands.com
with the likes of Phish, Darkstar Orchestra and
(the yardstick for all jam bands’ success) The
String Cheese Incident. “We would definitely like
to be where they’re at,” Davison said. “Even now
we’re at a weird stage with Don leaving, we’re still
a notch up from what we were at Eastern.”
You also can add to their list of accomplishments opening for Ramsey Lewis at The Waukegan
Lakefront Festival. Fans of URB can expect an
album to come out within the next year. “I’m
checking out studios in Chicago right now,” Davison
said. These guys are on the right track – the jam
band scene has been on the rise for a couple of
years now.

from play, page 1c
“It’s one of those plays that attracts your spirit,” she said. “It makes you think about death and
life in general. It shows you what you take for
granted in life.”
Markus Hendricks, a junior theatre major who
plays the milkman, Howie, said there is something for everyone to enjoy in the play.
“Everyone should take the time off to see
what we can do and what we’re all about,”
Hendricks said. “It’s a wonderful play with a lot
of emotional scenes and some funny parts, too.”
Hannah Claeys, who is 11 years old, plays
Louise and said she is happy she got a part in the
play.
“I saw in the newspaper that they needed
younger kids for parts in (“Our Town”) and I got
the part of Louise,” she said. “I’ve been doing a
lot of musicals at my church and played Kate in
the musical ‘Annie’ in Sullivan.”
The set for this play is different compared to
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Uncle Matt

If I ran things...

omecoming weekend,
ahhh yes ... a fitting
topic for this week’s
column. Unfortunately, it is not
the topic that I will be discussing
this week. I guess I just decided
that only so many beer and
parade jokes can be made and I
have had my quota.
Instead, I have something
much more interesting. As of
right now, I am putting in my bid
for the President of the United
States. That’s right ... your crazy
Uncle Matt is going to run for
the most powerful position in
the world. I ask you, my loyal
readers to go to the polls and
write in yours truly as your
choice for president.
Just so that you all know
where I stand on things, the following is a list
to let you all
know
how
things will be
different if ... I
mean
...
WHEN I run
this country.
(Before I get
started
I
would like to
thank Katie for
giving me this
idea ... she will
be my running
mate.)
*If people
want a social
life, there will
be a mandator y 30 day
waiting period. This is so that people who
do not deserve social lives will
NOT get them. I am tired of
seeing all the hard-working
people never having any time
to relieve some stress, while
the lazy people go out every
single night.
*Fire arms will be sold only
to people who want to shoot
at Charleton Heston. Then we
will see if he changes his tune.
To go along with this, hunting
will be legal if, and only if, the
animals that are hunted are
equipped with “lasers” on their
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Uncle Filthy and the Cub Scouts

When

other plays and requires the audience to use
their imagination, said Adam Bruce, a sophomore
theatre major who plays the character Constable
Warren. Because of the time period at which the
play was written, there are few props to work
with.
Butcher said the lack of props and unique costumes will make the audience watch the character’s actions more and will cause the audience
to pay attention to every little word that is
said.
Christenson said everyone should come and
see the play because “it has valid morals and
portrays the way life should be.”
The play will be performed 7 p.m. Oct. 5, 6,
7, 13 and 14 and at 2 p.m. on Oct. 15 in the
Doudna Fine Arts Center in the larger theatre.
Admission is $8 for adults, $6 for faculty and
senior citizens and $3.50 for students. For ticket information or reservations, call 581-3110.

Where

Price Phone

9 p.m. Fri. Oct. 6

Gunner Buc’s (Mattoon)

$3

235-0123

Krush

9 p.m. Fri. Oct. 6

The Canopy Club (Champaign)

$5

344-2263

OPEN POETRY NIGHT

9:30 p.m. Fri. Oct. 6

Common Grounds (Mattoon)

free

235-BEAN

Sojourn

10 p.m. Fri. Oct. 6

The Uptowner

$2

345-4622

Jazz Happy Hour

5:30 Sat. Oct. 7

Friends & Co.

free

345-2380

Angie Aparo

9 p.m. Sat. Oct. 7

The Canopy Club (Champaign)

$5

344-2263

OPEN MIC NIGHT
The Blues Deacons
Les Savy Fav
Urb
OPEN MIC NIGHT

9 p.m. Sat. Oct. 7

Common Grounds (Mattoon)

free

235-BEAN

9:30 p.m. Sat. Oct. 7

The Embassy (Champaign)

free

384-9526

10 p.m. Sat. Oct. 7

The Highdive (Champaign)

$5

359-4444

10 p.m. Sat. Oct. 7

The Uptowner

$2

345-4622

10 p.m. Wed. Oct. 11

Friends & Co.

free

345-2380

Meet Me at the Pond w/ The Last Resorts

5 p.m.. Thurs. Oct. 12

Campus Pond

free

348-6655

Campus Perk

10 p.m. Thurs. Oct. 12

Thomas Hall

free

581-3079
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Denzel stars in ‘Titan’-ic feel-good family flick
by ryan rinchiuso
Staff writer

“Remember the Titans” is the kind of
movie that is the most frustrating to
watch. The movie isn’t bad; it is far from it.
The movie is actually good, very good, but
it wasn’t great, and that is what makes the
movie so frustrating. It strives to be great,
a movie that people will find a special place
for in their hearts, but ultimately comes up
empty because it leaves you wanting just a
little more.
The movie is set in Alexandria, Virginia,
in 1971, where the town’s very white high
school football team, the Titans, is thriving
under the Hall of Fame-bound coach Bill
Yoast. However, everything changes when
the school board decides to bus black
teens to the school. To make matters
worse, the beloved coach is demoted to
assistant so they can bring in Herman
Boone, a black coach.
With these events, the hopes of the
football team bringing home a championship seem to be dimming. The team is
divided over racial lines and the
competition to get playing time gets fierce
thanks to the addition of the new student
body.
Herman Boone, a hard-nosed coach,
sees what is happening with the team and
decides to put a stop to it. At football
camp, Boone turns into a drill sergeant,
punishing the members of the team when
they get into fights or mess up on plays.
After the grueling punishment, the team
wises up and decides to try to get along.
When they do this they find out they
have a lot in common and start to bond.

By the time the bus leaves camp, most of
the prejudices of the team are left behind.
Yet, all is not well back in Alexandria; the
townspeople are picketing the decision to
bus the kids, hatred is everywhere and the
team members have to deal with loved
ones still being prejudice even though they
don’t. The team ignores this the best they
can and tries to just play the game.
The reason the movie does not reach
the status is because it is made by Disney
Pictures. The screenplay by Gregory Allen
Howard is very good and it sometimes
shows an edge to it. The problem was that
Disney wanted a feel-good family movie so
they dulled these edges. What you are left
with are real social problems that are
solved way too quickly and easily. I wanted
to see a story that stayed closer to the
true story of these men and their problems and less corny moments that are supposed to make you smile.
The other problem with this movie was
all the sports moments have been done
before in other movies; I would like to see
one movie where the big game in the end
is a blow out.
Even with these problems, you can’t
help but like the movie. The story is uplifting and the performances are so powerful
you get sucked into the movie. Some people in the audience actually clapped and
cheered in certain scenes. Denzel
Washington delivers another powerhouse
performance as Coach Boone; his “who is
your daddy” speech had me laughing out
loud. For many years now, people have
been comparing Denzel Washington to
Sidney Poitier, but this is the first movie

“Head up, boy. Lemme see your nose hairs.”

photo courtesy of movies.yahoo.com

that Denzel seemed to be channeling
Sidney in his performance.
Will Patton, who I believe has to be in
every single Jerry Bruckheimer movie,
gives a very strong performance as coach
Yoast. Although his role isn’t as showy as
Denzel’s, he gives coach Yoast’s character
many levels thanks to Patton’s many facial
features and gestures he gives. Will Patton
will not get as much recognition in this
movie as he should because he slips into
the character so well it doesn’t even look
like he is acting.
The one performance I could have done
without was Yoast’s daughter, Cheryl
Yoast, played by 11-year-old Hayden
Panettiere. It wasn’t the fault of the
actress; I hate when movies put in some
cute little kid just to get cheap laughs out

of the audience. I wanted her to go away
after the first cute thing she did, but unfortunately, she is in a lot of the movie.
If you are looking for a movie that
examines race relations truthfully and
without holding back, this is not the right
movie for you. If you are looking for a
movie that leaves you feeling good or a
good family movie, this is the movie for
you. My advice would be to go into the
movie not expecting a great movie,
because if you do you will leave feeling
frustrated and disappointed instead of
happy and uplifted.
“Remember the Titans”
Touchstone Pictures
HH 1/2

Forget killers; run in terror from ‘Urban Legends’
by ryan rinchiuso
Staff writer

I am a positive person and I always look for the best in
situations. So I will begin this review by talking about the
positives of “Urban Legends: Final Cut.”
1. This movie makes the first one (“Urban Legends”)
actually look like a decent movie.
2. The filmmakers couldn’t have made a worse movie,
and that is an impressive feat.
I tried to think up more good things about the movie,
but nothing else comes to mind; it is a bad movie, a horrible movie, a movie to run in terror from. Friends don’t let
friends drive drunk and they also should not let one
another see this movie.
“Urban Legends” is about a group of inspiring filmmakers working on their senior film in hopes of getting the
prestigious Hitchcock award (he is probably going to
haunt the makers of this movie for including his name in
such a bad film). Whoever wins this award usually goes
on to make a name for themselves in Hollywood. The
biggest problem for the characters in the movie isn’t the
fact that their ideas and way of shooting their films are
beyond horrible, it is the fact that some crazy killer in a
fencing mask (yes, a fencing mask) is killing them one by
one.

One of the directors, Amy Mayfield (Jennifer
Morrison), is making a movie about urban legends. She
starts to put the pieces together and suspects there is a
killer in their midst, and yet – surprise, surprise – no one
believes her.
A person could summarize how bad the movie is just
by stating there is an identical twin brother that appears
in the movie to avenge his brother’s death. They are so
identical they wear the same clothes and almost have the
same name. The deceased one’s name was Travis and his
brothers’ name is Trevor. Get it? They both start with T!
How original. The only way it could have been funnier is if
they had rhyming names.
I think the actor who played the twins (Matthew Davis)
tried to give them different personalities, but he fails miserably because they both bored me. I was hoping Trevor
would be the bad guy just for the fact that the movie
wouldn’t only have twin brothers; they would have had an
evil twin brother.
The cast of the original movie does not return for the
sequel, except for the security guard (Loretta Devine), so
we have a whole new cast of characters to do moronic
things in the midst of danger. The cast includes Joey
Lawrence as Graham Manning, a director’s kid trying to
prove to the world he has what it takes. About halfway
through the movie, Joey disappears, not to be seen again
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until the end. During one of the stupid chase scenes that
made up the movie, I started wondering where he went
and came to the conclusion that he went to find his agent
to fire him. If Joey wanted to ruin his career he should
have made “Blossom: The Movie.”
John Ottman, who was the editor and composer for
“The Usual Suspects,” directed the movie and should be
ashamed to admit it. I give him equal blame with the cast
and the writer, Silvio Horta.
I enjoyed the first “Urban Legend” because it was bad
enough you could laugh at it and enjoy yourself. This
movie is so bad you can’t even laugh at it, you just sit in
stunned silence not believing how this movie could get
made. It belongs in the bad movie Hall of Fame right next
to “Black Dog” and “Wild Wild West.” I am ashamed
that I helped this movie make money by going to see it.
The scariest part is these movies cost so little to make, if
the movie makes a profit there might be a third “Urban
Legend.” If this happens, take my advice and run, run
away as fast as you can.
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New local band unleashes summery debut
by jessica personette
Staff writer

Artists must touch people or their work is in vain. Selfexpression is important, but an artist isn’t going to make
enough money to survive if he or she aims to please only
themselves. Then again, the artist can’t sell out just to
make a buck.
Local band Summerleague, composed of Matthew
Clark, Sean Kelly and David Robeson, managed to express
themselves and create a good alterna-pop album with
their five-song CD, “To Twilight Ruminations.”
“The stockpile of published art these days has left people waiting for something to catch their eye or ear,” said a
band press release. “The entire world is so full of arrows
pointing to everything or every product that people need
something to really grab at them.
“We figure the best way to do that is make something
deeper and more intrinsically emotional and applicable to
each person’s life situation.”
The songs on “To Twilight Ruminations” don’t have
groovy dance beats that make you want to party all night.
The CD doesn’t contain sappy ballads that make you pine
for a lost love. But this album is good to have for a rainy
day. The mellow tunes remind me of a cloudy Sunday
afternoon when there’s nothing to do but take a nap or
do some homework.
Tracks flow smoothly from one to another. Not all the
songs sound the same – a phenomenon I have come
across before when listening to CDs created by amateur
songwriters. Lovers of Radiohead, Sunny Day Real Estate

and Jimmy Eat World might find Summerleague’s sound
familiar, as the band cites these groups as influences.
The unexpected Jim Morrison-like use of a monotone
poem over an instrumental melody is very creative. It
adds a bit of originality to the entire album and left me
with a good impression of the band’s artistic sensibilities.
On the technical side, Robeson does very well on percussion. He keeps the beats tight and his style of drumming doesn’t overpower the vocals or instruments,
though this could be the result of good mixing by the producer, Bob Samiljan. Clark and Kelly’s guitar work also is
good.
Kelly’s vocals, however, could use some improvement.
His voice has a nice sound for the style of music the band
generates, but the harmonies are out of tune and vocal
lines do not blend into a uniform sound. Kelly also has a
tendency to sound whiny when he tries to infuse emotion
into the lyrics.
Overall, “To Twilight Ruminations” is a great effort by a
talented local band. Summerleague currently is working on
a full-length album that they hope to release before summer, when they plan to tour the United States. In the
meantime, watch for the band at parties and at schoolsponsored events. The CD can be purchased at Positively
Fourth Street Records in Charleston or by calling 1-877INDIE-MUSIC.

ABOVE: Sean Kelly and Matthew Clark of Summerleague.
BELOW: Summerleague drummer David Robeson.
photos courtesy of summerleague

“To Twilight Ruminations”
Summerleague
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Black Eyed Peas give rap, jazz, hip-hop fans an alternative
by ben erwin
Staff writer

On their sophomore effort, “Bridging the Gap,” the Black Eyed
Peas deftly combine elements of hip-hop, jazz, fusion and rap to create an amalgam that is far more enjoyable to listen to than it is original.
While the influence of numerous contemporary artists such as
Us3, De La Soul and The Fugees is clearly worn on the sleeves of
the members of BEP, the band as a whole does their part to bring
something new to the table. Although the vocal delivery illustrated
on many the tracks contained within “Bridging the Gap” is clearly
reminiscent of A Tribe Called Quest’s Q-Tip and many of BEP’s
music elements borrow heavily from their eclectic hip-hop brethren,
lead emcee will.i.am and his cohorts create a fascinating musical
soundscape despite its own derivative nature.
Unlike many of their contemporaries, BEP rely primarily on a live
band rather than a sampler or turntables. It is this element of musicality – which is well-illustrated on the bass driven “BEP Nation” and
on the country-tinged yet ironically titled “Rap Song” (which features Wyclef Jean on guitar) – that helps separate them from the
mire filled with hip-hop acts that make no attempt at originality.
The lyrical prowess of BEP’s three emcees is clearly on the
album’s first single, “Weekends,” which makes artful use of the hook
from Debbie Deb’s ‘80s hit “Hello Weekend.” This ability to effectively meld contrasting elements is furthered by the use of a squeeze
box on the song “Release.”
Despite the obvious influences showcased on “Bridging,” BEP go

the extra mile and feature artists such as the aforementioned Wyclef
and De La Soul, as well as relatively new R&B sensation Macy Gray
on tracks within the album. This use of influential artists helps to
make many of the elements contained within “Bridging” seem as
more of an homage than mere copping of their influences.
While the Black Eyed Peas offer little in the way of pure originality, their music is artfully arranged, and they effectively use the
rhyming and musical abilities of their members to overshadow many
of their shortcomings. Overall, “Bridging” has seen the BEPs take a
few steps forward in song writing and style since their debut (1998’s
Behind the Front), and they are slowly making the transition to a
full-fledged commercially viable group.
In the end, with A Tribe Called Quest on permanent vacation,
Digable Planets currently out of commission and The Fugees temporarily on hiatus, the Black Eyed Peas may represent the best alternative for fans who crave that delicate and enjoyable blend of hiphop, jazz and rap.

“Bridging the Gap”
Black Eyed Peas
Interscope Records
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Friends breakfast
tradition continues
by sean stangland

Verge editor

All early risers can take
advantage of Friends & Co.’s
Annual Homecoming Breakfast
tomorrow morning.
A tradition in its eighth year,
the Friends Breakfast features a
trademark dish, the Friends
Benedict. If scrambled eggs,
Canadian bacon and cheese
sauce on a biscuit sound good,
this is the dish for you. For $4,
you get the Friends Benedict,
hash browns and a blueberry
muffin.
“We’re fairly convenient to
the parade,” said Shannon
Sherwood, owner of Friends &
Co. The establishment sits at
509 Van Buren Ave., which is
right off the square downtown.
Breakfast is served from 7:30
a.m. to 11 a.m. Saturday morning; “It’s a little hard on those of
us who worked the night
before,” Sherwood said.
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Green Day’s new album lyrical, Cameron’s ‘T2’ makes
long-awaited DVD debut
infectious, demented
by melissa huston

by sean stangland

Staff writer

Verge editor

Warning: radio airwaves and MTV broadcasts
are about to be invaded by those three dirty
rockers from Oakland. Yes, Green Day is back.
And there was much rejoicing.
Green Day’s not the greatest rock band in the
world; hell, they only know four or five chords.
But they’ve never let us down; a Green Day
album always seems to be released just when the
music world could use a shot of snotty punkery,
even if it is shunned by you hipsters that hate
every punk band that ever went commercial.
Picking up right where 1997’s “Nimrod” left
off, “Warning” gives us Green Day at the top of
their form, unleashing polished pop songs with
the added luxury of Billie Joe Armstrong’s trademark faux-British delivery and crunching power
chords. The title track, the album’s first cut, is
instantly catchy; it basically relies on one guitar
progression for three minutes, but it gets the job
done.
More than any of their previous records,
“Warning” convinces me that Green Day’s music
is, in essence, a modern revamping of 1950s rock
and roll that trades in distorted Fender strats for
twangy Rickenbackers. This comparison never is
made by fans or the rock press, but it is one that
I made immediately after hearing “Dookie” for
the first time in the early ‘90s.
“Warning” also shows signs of some very
unlikely influences; the opening verse of
“Waiting” sounds for all the world like the old
standard, “Downtown.” “Misery,” the album’s
best and brightest track, plays like some kind of
demented show tune as it spins its tale about

This is Green Day’s audition photo for Martin Scorsese’s
revisionist take on “GoodFellas,” a remake done as a
punk rock musical extravaganza! (Wow, that joke
flopped, didn’t it folks?)

photo courtesy of movies.yahoo.com

promised with “Good Riddance” and “Hitchin’ a
Ride” on their last record.
Armstrong’s lyrics are as infectious as ever;
“Church on Sunday” gives us the following tidbit:
“If I promise to go to church on Sunday / Will
you go with me on Friday night?” “Fashion
Victim,” a diatribe against the trendy, includes a
reference to dancing the “anorexa-go-go.”
The record’s first single, “Minority,” does pose
a problem lyrically. How can Billie Joe urge us to
get “down with the moral majority” in the year
2000 when the moral majority doesn’t exist anymore? At least the song is ridiculously singable,
just like most of Green Day’s singles seem to be
(“Basket Case,” anyone?).
“Warning” isn’t a big step for Green Day, and
that’s just fine. About the only thing that has
changed about the band is their age; one look at
the group photo on the back of the CD says it
all. Tre Cool and Mike Dirnt don’t look so young
anymore, and Billie Joe looks like he’s put on a
few pounds. Even punkers get old, I guess.

people down on their luck; sounds more like
Tevye than Sid Vicious. The track also utilizes an
accordion and some string accompaniment.
“Misery” is the full fruition of what the band

“Warning”
Green Day
Reprise Records
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In a band? Got a show coming up?
Call Sean or Matt at The Verge.
581-2812.

I will never forget how great I
thought “T2” was when it was
new, and guess what; it still is.
The Collector’s Edition DVD of
“T2” just hit stores last month
and it is worth the money.
“Terminator 2: Judgment Day”
opened Fourth of July weekend
1991 and was an instant hit. The
sequel to 1984’s “The
Terminator” showed and led the
way to how special effects are
done today. In this installment,
the new T-1000 (Robert Patrick)
is sent back in time to kill John
Connor (Edward Furlong), who
will grow up to be the leader of
the humans in the war against
the machines that had begun
after the “Judgment Day” on
August 29, 1997.
The grown up John in turn
sends a reprogrammed terminator (Arnold Schwarzenegger)
back in time to protect himself.
To help them, they break John’s
mother Sarah Conner (Linda
Hamilton) out of the state mental hospital that she had been
sent to after the first movie.
This DVD has over eight
hours of footage and extras on
it, including three versions of the
movie. There is the theatrical
version, the Special Edition
which also was available on Laser
Disc and a never-seen-before
edition. The never-seen-before
version is a DVD “Easter Egg”
that you have to know a code to
get to. Now I knew ahead of
time that there were three versions, which is good because
otherwise there is no way to tell.
To get to the hidden movie,
go to the Special Edition section;
when the next screen comes up
there should be a Terminator
“skeleton” with only one eye lit
and glowing red. Then you punch
in with the number buttons
82997 (which is the date of
Judgment Day). If you punch it in
right, the other eye will light and
the command “play extended
special edition” will show up;
then all you have to do is press

play.
There are so many extras on
here that they give you a whole
booklet (which is on the thick
side) just to tell you everything
there is on the disc. There is a
bio for both movies, bios for the
cast, DVD-Rom feature which
lets you look at the script and
storyboards while watching the
movie, a making of the movie,
extra scenes, a special on breaking the 3-D screen barrier and a
whole section about the problems with the movie and how
they were overcome to help
make this movie the barrierbreaker that it was.
As soon as the DVD started, I
had the same feeling of awe that I
had the first time I saw the
movie and that was just from the
sound and opening menu. This
DVD has everything you could
possibly want or expect from a
DVD. I am glad that such a cool
movie was done justice and has a
DVD to help showcase the
movie that changed all the rules
of how movies were made and
what we can get done using hard
work, imagination, and the sweat
of longing. The only thing that I
did not like was how hard it is to
get to the third edition, no matter how much fun it is to find
“Easter Eggs.”
“Terminator 2: Judgment Day”
Collector’s Edition
Artisan Entertainment
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Yeah, yeah, yeah, you’re back. Big
friggin’ deal.
photo courtesy of imdb.com

Little Johnny, age 7, after making
$50.00 off his lemonade stand.
He still has more money than
you. You wanna know why?...
BECAUSE HE
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Crowe spins fun autobiographical yarn
by christopher weedman
Staff writer

Now is the time for me to make a confession and dispel a preconceived notion
that is circulating out in the streets. Please
grasp yourself and promise not to become
hysterical when you hear what I have to
say. Okay, here it goes: the life of a critic is
not as glamorous as it is rumored to be.
I am sorry to report that we are not
the “ultimate of cool” and do not attract
all of the babes. Most of the time we sit
alone at home trying to uncover hidden
meanings and symbols in the works of
other artists. These hypotheses are only of
interest to losers like us and are of no use
when trying to meet women.
Cameron Crowe’s delightful new film,
“Almost Famous,” chronicles the trials and
tribulations of such a loser, a fledgling
music critic in 1973 who longs to become
part of the rock n’ roll music scene.
Patrick Fugit stars as William Miller, a
15-year-old boy who dreams of becoming
a professional rock music journalist. In dire
need of encouragement, William sends a
sample of his music reviews to rock critic
Lester Bangs (Philip Seymour Hoffman),
who is impressed with the youngster’s ability and hires him to write a couple of articles for his magazine.
William’s first assignment is to interview
the members of Black Sabbath at a local
concert. Unable to get backstage because
of a clerical mistake, William befriends the
concert’s opening act – the up-and-coming
rock band Stillwater – in the parking lot
and, with their help, is able to worm his
way inside. The overwhelming awe of the
rock scene overtakes William and makes
him wish that he could somehow become
part of this festive environment. He soon
has his chance.
Rolling Stone magazine takes notice of
William’s articles and offers him a chance
to write for their publication. He is offered
$1,000 to travel with Stillwater on a cross-

country tour and do an in-depth feature
on them.This assignment horrifies
William’s over-protective mother, Elaine
(Frances McDormand), who is afraid her
son will partake in the alcohol and drugs
that she feels is ruining the minds of the
youth. She agrees to let him go in the
hope that he will get rock n’ roll out of his
system and eventually become the lawyer
that she aspires him to be. A joyous
William rejoices, but he soon will realize
that the experience will not be as carefree
and enjoyable as he imagines.
“Almost Famous” is the latest comedic
drama from writer/director Crowe, the
talented filmmaker responsible for the
equally delightful “Say Anything...” and
“Jerr y Maguire.” Crowe is known in
Hollywood for his ability to write threedimensional characters that audiences care
about. He lives up to his reputation again
with the immensely likable William, who is
based on the director himself. Crowe originally became a rock journalist at the age
of 15 and soon afterward joined the staff
of Rolling Stone magazine.
While “Almost Famous” is engaging and
maintains the viewer’s interest throughout
the duration of the film, one soon gets the
impression that the film is not going to be
completely realistic in its portrait of the
rock scene during the early 1970s. The
story unfolds as if it was seen through eyes
of Captain Kangaroo or Walt Disney. If
you knew nothing of the time period and
culture, you would get the impression that
there were no major consequences to
heavy drug use or free love. This lack of
accuracy takes away a little of the punch
that the film might have had, but if you are
looking for two hours of sheer entertainment, you cannot go wrong here.
Fugit shows an infectiously gleeful innocence as young William, who slowly begins
to realize that a music critic can never be
accepted as a true friend by people in the
music industry. The beautiful Kate Hudson
– daughter of Goldie Hawn – also is engag-

ABOVE: “Yes, my name is Lester Bangs. No, I am not a porn star.”
BELOW: “Look ma, I got married to an extra from ‘Little House on the Prairie!’”

photos courtesy of movies.yahoo.com

ing as Penny Lane, a music roadie who frequently travels the rock circuit offering her
companionship to the performers.
The appealing ensemble also boasts the
likes of McDormand, Billy Crudup, Jason Lee,
Anna Paquin and the always reliable Hoffman
(“Happiness” and “The Talented Mr. Ripley”),
who continues to give audiences an array of
memorable supporting performances that
have moved him into the upper echelon of
film character actors.
I will leave all of you with a word of caution. If any of you ever see me around campus trying to make conversation with a lovely
woman, please do not come up and mention
that I write film reviews. I would not want
her to discover the truth and run away.
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